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EDITORIAL

D

ear Readers,

after the success of the first issue (more than 5,000 view-

ers), we are delighted to announce the publication of the second seasonal issue of Argo Newsletter.

First of all, we wel-

come two additional members to our Scientific Editorial Board:
Prof. Álvaro Cartea (UCL, United Kingdom) and Prof. Sebastian Jaimungal (University of Toronto, Canada), two worldwide
recognized scientists in the area of energy and quantitative finance.
We begin with credit derivatives in the Banking & Finance section: Andrea Pellegatta and Giulia Perfetti suggest fast Monte
Carlo pricing for Nth-to-Default swaps and a CUDA c architecture to speed up calculations. It follows the interesting contribution in italian of Antonio Castagna, Lorenzo Ghiandoni and
Raffaele Rinaldi about the regulatory requirments in terms of
Additional Value Adjustments (AVAs) in handling derivative instruments. Fabio Mercurio and Antonio Castagna then conclude
the section with a research on analytical credit VaR stress tests.
The Energy & Commodities finance segment contains two important
contributions. Enrico Edoli and Tiziano Vargiolu investigate efficient
stochastic optimization algorithms that can be adopted for pricing
structured products on energy, including swing options and virtual
storage contracts. In the second contribution of the segment, Rachid
Id Brik examines a new method for pricing of the spark spread option
with co-dependent threshold dynamics for gas and power evolution.
In a dedicated section, Antonio Castagna interviews Marco
Bianchetti (Intesa SanPaolo, Italy) on the current situation of
derivative pricing in the banking industry.

We conclude by

encouraging submission of contributions for the next issue of
Argo Newsletter.

Detailed information about the process is

indicated at the beginning.

Thanks for downloading Argo:

feel free forwarding the publication’s web link to whoever
might be concerned with any of the subject dealt with.
Enjoy your reading!
Antonio Castagna
Andrea Roncoroni
Luca Olivo
Spring 2014
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Fast Monte Carlo pricing of
Nth-to-default swaps

In this article the Monte Carlo pricing of nth-to-default credit swaps is
studied in the Li model setting. Importance sampling is presented as a
way to reduce the rate of convergence of Monte Carlo estimates and
to speed up calculations. The authors
also provided numerical examples in
order to show the rapid convergence
of the importance sampled estimates.

those with different recovery rates, it’s difficult to
find exact (not approximated) pricing formulas, the
only route is to resort to Monte Carlo simulation.
Monte Carlo simulation is probably the most general pricing technique used in the finance industry,
and is also very interesting from the programming
point of view. Indeed is quite simple to write object
oriented, generic and reusable code. The reason
is the strong decoupling between assets evolution
modelling and payoff formulas that Monte Carlo
naturally brings with itself. For instance, concerning credit products, given a simulation of default
times, any payoff (depending only on default times
process) can be valued without chanching a single line of code (passing only a different function
pointer). Even if Monte Carlo simulation is a very
beautiful, easy to code, and reusable way to price
derivatives, it can be very slow to converge. This is
the case when pricing credit derivatives, through
simulation of default times. The main problem is
that defaults are generally quite rare events, so even
if it’s not difficult to estimate accurately premium
legs, default legs can be rather difficult to estimate
because a very large number of paths is required
to obtain a reasonable result. So, it’s unfeasible to
price these products with Monte Carlo simulation
when many fast revaluations of these contracts are
required, for example for the purpose of computing the counterparty credit risk (ccr). In order to
deliver risk exposure metrics, many (at least some
thousands) scenario simulations are run for many
(about a hundred) dates (grid points) then a full
repricing of the contracts must be performed in a
not too large time (few hours). The computation
time of present values for these contracts becomes
then a critical aspect. We would like in priciple to
perform a nested Monte Carlo simulation (for risk
computation purposes) keeping the runtime at an

Andrea PELLEGATTA
Giulia PERFETTI
e study the Monte Carlo pricing of multiname credit derivatives in the simple, yet
standard, setting of the Li model. When
dealing with such products, tipically basket of credits, the joint default time distribution come into
play. The key aspect we must capture in our pricing model is in fact the dependence between defaults of issuers in the basket. This can be achieved
through a copula specification of the multivariate
distribution of default events. Indeed, using a copula, one can introduce dependence between random times easily, without altering the marginals,
that is a desiderable feature for a pricing model. In
particular, in the Li model, a Gaussian copula is
chosen. The beautifulness (and at the same time
a drawback) of a Gaussian copula is that dependence between names is introduced by means of a
correlation matrix. In a one factor Gaussian copula
model the correlation matrix is constant off diagonal, that means that each name in the basket has
the same correlation with each other name (!). Since
when dealing with inhomogeneous baskets, mainly

W
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acceptable level. There are pricinpally two ways:

denote the default-free discount bond out to time
s by B(s). The payoff for the protection leg, Π prot
can then be written as:

1. Find a methodological mean to accelerate rate
of convergence of Monte Carlo estimates;

Π prot := N (1 − R(n) )1{τ (n) ≤T }

2. Exploit hardware parallelism to split simulation and payoff evaluation on Monte Carlo
paths between threads (e.g. gpu programming)

and N being the basket notional.
Let Ti , i = 0, . . . , m be the tenor structure for
premium payments, and si , i = 1, . . . , m the corresponding coupon rates. Then the premium leg
discounted payoff can be written as:

The first choiche has been studied in detail and
it grounds on the use of well known variance reduction techniques. In our context we have found
that importance sampling can be a quite effective
technique to increase convergence, especially when
dealing with short maturities baskets.
The second choiche is not methodological (but
notheless important and interesting in the actual
financial context where risk management analysis require intensive computational tasks) has been
studied exploiting CUDA c and gpu programming
and comparing the runtime of our cpu JAVA c based implementation with the runtime of the same
algorithm reimplemented in CUDA c and we have
observed an exceptional performance improvement.
We now recap some facts about the contract chosen for our study and the pricing framework of Li
model. Here, and for the importance sampling part,
our reference is Joshi [3].

m

Π premium = N ∑ si ( Ti − Ti−1 ) B( Ti )
i =1

if n defaults don’t occur.
Otherwise, if the nth default occurs in the interval [ Tk−1 , Tk ], that is if Tk−1 ≤ τ (n) ≤ Tk , then:
Π premium = N

+N

k −1

∑ si (Ti − Ti−1 ) B(Ti )

i =1
τ (n)

− Tk−1
s ( T − Tk−1 ) B( Tk ).
Tk − Tk−1 k k

Li model
In the Li model we start with the marginal default
distributions for each obligor, given by deterministic instantaneous hazard rates:
 Z T

P(τi ≤ T ) := exp −
λi (s)ds

Contract description

0

A Nth to default credit swap is a contract where
one party, the so called buyer of protection, pays
out a stream of payments until either n obligors
from a larger basket of N obligors have defaulted
or deal maturity is reached, whichever is earlier.
Conversely the seller of protection pays out the
loss rate on the nth defaulting asset at the time of
default.
The nth to default swap has two legs: the premium leg contains a stream of payments, sometimes called spread payments, are paid by the purchaser of protection until either the nth default or
the maturity time, T; whichever is earlier. The
seller pays nothing unless nth defaults occur before maturity. If n defaults do occur then at the
nth default the purchaser pays the recovery rate on
the nth default and any accrued spread payment,
and the seller pays the notional. The second leg is
sometimes called the protectiong leg. Let τi and Ri
denote the default times and recovery rate respectively of the ith obligor; let τ (n) := τin be the nth
order statistic, that is:

and then correlate them through a Gaussian Copula.
We recall the following definition:
Definition 1. A function C : [0, 1] N → [0, 1] is a
copula if:
- There exists random variables U1 , U2 , . . . , UN taking values in [0, 1], having C has distribution.
- C has uniform marginals. That is:
C (1, 1, . . . , ui , . . . , 1) = ui ,

∀i = 1, . . . , N and ui ∈ [0, 1]

The main result from Copula’s world is from
Sklar.
Theorem 1 (Sklar). Let ( Xi )i=1,...,N be random variables with marginals ( Fi )i=1,...,N . Then there exists,
∀( x1 , . . . , x N ) ∈ R N , a N − dimensional copula such
that:
F ( x1 , . . . , x N ) = C ( F1 ( x1 ), . . . , FN ( x N ))

τ (1) ≤ τ (2) ≤ · · · ≤ τ ( n ) ≤ · · · ≤ τ ( N )

that is C is the distribution of (U1 , . . . , UN ) :=
( F1 ( X1 ), . . . , FN ( x N ). If the Fi ’s are continous C is
unique.

and let R(n) := Rin denote the recovery rate of the
asset that causes the nth default. Furthermore, we

8
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In particular the Gaussian copula is given by:

Importance sampling

C ( F1 ( x1 ), . . . , FN ( x N )) =


= Φ N Φ−1 ( F1 ( x1 )), . . . , Φ−1 ( FN ( x N ))

The Monte Carlo method has the advantage that
its implementation is sufficiently easy, but it tends
to result in slow convergence, especially with short
maturity trades.
We aim at reduce the variance of our Monte Carlo
estimate. The variance arise from the discountinuity in the payoff when the nth default occurs
before maturity T. Moreover, in a default simulation, only a small amount of paths give rise to
τ (n) ≤ T, making difficult to estimate the protection leg value. Indeed a very large portion of paths
gives us the same number (the discounted value of
fee payments); this means that only very few paths
are informative, and we are wasting times simulating scenarios with less than the required defaults
to trigger the contract. (This is not good stuff!).

so the joint distribution of ( X1 , . . . , X N ) with
marginals F1 , . . . , FN is
F ( x1 , . . . , x N ) =


Φ N Φ−1 ( F1 ( x1 )), . . . , Φ−1 ( FN ( x N ))

where Φ is the univariate Gaussian distribution,
and Φ N is the multivariate Gaussian distribution
with correlation matrix ρ.
We give a procedure for simulating default
times in the Gaussian Copula setting. We consider the case of a one factor model. Under these
hypotheses the default event {τi ≤ T }, naturally
translates in a condition on gaussian variates:
Xi ≤ Ci ( T )

We can do better using important sampling (as
in [3] and [1]). This technique attempts to reduce
variance by changing the probability of each default, with the scope to produce paths in which at
least n defaults fall before maturity. In this way
every paths contribute to estimate the value of the
protection leg, so the convergence of Monte Carlo is
faster. We must pay attention to the fact that we can
discard only those paths where the contribution to
the payoff is zero, and so we cannot really discard
paths where less than n defaults occur. Nonetheless
there is a simple way to fix this problem as we will
see.

Xi ∼ N (0, 1)

Indeed:
P(τi ≤ T ) = P( Fi (τi ) ≤ Fi ( T ))

= P(Φ−1 ( Fi (τi )) ≤ Φ−1 ( Fi ( T )))
= P( Xi ≤ Ci ( T ))

with Ci ( T ) := Φ−1 ( Fi ( T )). In order to introduce
correlation we write:
p
√
Xi = ρM + 1 − ρZi , i = 1, . . . , N

We are now in position to give the following:
Simulation of default times with Gaussian Copula.
1. set i = 0

Implementation of the importance sampling algorithm

2. draw a gaussian number from a random number generator
p
√
3. compute Xi = ρM + 1 − ρZi

Let’s see how importance sampling works. The idea
behind importance sampling is to change the probability measure in such a way that is maximized
the number of samples from the region where the
payoff mostly varies. We now give a sketch of
the algorithm. Let X := ( X1 , . . . , X N ) be our gaussian variates, and let h( X ) = h( X1 , . . . , X N ) the
discounted payoff of nth to default swap, so the
price P reads:

4. compute Ui = Φ( Xi )
5. set τi = Fi−1 (Ui )
6. set i = i + 1

7. while i < n go to step 2
8. return τi ,

i = 1, . . . , N

In order to have the Monte Carlo price we simply compute the discounted payoff over each path
and the average the results to give the price of the
nth to default contract. Let K be the number of
Monte Carlo paths, and Πq the nth to default discounted payoff computed on qth path, the Monte
Carlo price reads:
PVntd :=

Spring 2014
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K

∑

q =1

P = [h( X )] =

Z

h( x ) f ( x ) x

where f ( x ) is the probability density function of
the random variable X := ( X1 , . . . , X N ); using a
Monte Carlo simulation, we approximate P with
the mean:

q

Πntd .

P̂ =

9

1
K

K

∑ h( X q )

q =1

PRICING DERIVATIVES
Let Q be another probability measure absolutely
continuous with respect to the pricing probability
measure P, and let g( x ) be the probability density
function of X under Q.
We can rewrite P as:


Z
f (X)
f (x)
Q
P = h( x )
g( x ) x =
h( X )
g( x )
g( X )

1
n − ∑ij−
n−m
=1 Yj
qi =
=
, i = 1, . . . , N
N−i+1
N−i+1
1
if ∑ij−
=1 Yj < n, and with the original probability pi
otherwise. In this way we have at least n default
with probability one on each path. We have to take
into account the change of probability with an importance sampling adjustment. We detail now the
procedure:
[Importance sampling]
For each obligor i = 1, . . . , N do

therefore the importance sampling estimator associated to Q is:
P̂g =

1
K

K

f (Xq )

∑ h( X q ) g( X q )

q =1

1. draw Ui ∼ U ([0, 1])

See for example [2].
The key step in the procedure is the choice of a
suitable density g( x ). Also, we have to address the
problem that we must not cut off regions where the
payoff is not zero.
We can achieve this in the following way. We
denote with Π f ix the fixed part of the payoff, that
is the discounted premium flows in the case the
default events are less than n:

2. set Yi = 1Ui ≤qi
3. set:
modi f ied
Ui

m

We can divide the total payoff into two components, the fixed part and the contingent part:
Π = ω (Vpremium − Π prot − Π f ix ) + Π f ix
ω ∈ {1, −1}

for Yi = 1
1− p i
1−qi (Ui

− qi )

for Yi = 0

modi f ied

Fi−1 (Ui

|τ1 , . . . , τi−1 ),
modi f ied
−1
F1 (U1
))

wi =

(p

i

qi
1− p i
1− q i

i

=

for Yi = 1
for Yi = 0

6. compute Πntd (τ1 , . . . , τN ) = Wh(τ1 , . . . , τN )
where W = ∏iN=1 wi is the likelihood ratio
from importance sampling and h(.) the payoff function.

The second term is constant over each path so its
value must not be estimated through Monte Carlo.
Writing the payoff in this way we can assure that
the payoff on each path is zero when the number of
default is less than n so we can really discard every
path with less than n defaults.
We now give the procedure to simulate default
times with importance sampling.
First of all we define for each obligor the default
indicator:
Yi = 1τi ≤T ,

pi +

5. set:



i

qi Ui

2, . . . , N (τ1 =

i =1



=

4. set τi

Π f ix = N ∑ si ( Ti − Ti−1 ) B( Ti )

=

(p

7. return P =

1
K

q

∑qK=1 Πntd (τ1 , . . . , τN )

The conditional default probabilities are computed from the Gaussian Copula hypothesis and
Cholesky decomposition. Indeed,
pi = P(τi ≤ T |τ1 , . . . , τi−1 ) =

= P( Xi ≤ Ci ( T )| Z1 , . . . , Zi−1 )

∀i = 1, . . . , N

being Xi = ∑ij=1 Ai,j Zj and A = [ Ai,j ] ∈ M N,N the
Cholesky matrix.
We can finally write:

We also define the conditional default probabilites:
pi = P(Yi = 1|τ1 , . . . , τi−1 ) = Fi ( T |τ1 , . . . , τi−1 ),



i = 2, . . . , N



i

pi = P  ∑ Ai,j Zj ≤ Ci ( T )| Z1 , . . . , Zi−1  =

and p1 = F1 ( T ).
When doing importance sampling we make the
ith obligor default, given that m between the first
i − 1 obligors have defaulted with probability:

j =1



= Φ
10

1
Ci ( T ) − ∑ij−
=1 Ai,j Z j

Ai,i



.
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P(τi ≤ 1y)

Obligor

Hazard Rate

Recovery Rate

1

0.00377

0.4

2

0.00181

0.4

0.001808

3

0.00584

0.4

0.005823

4

0.00774

0.4

0.007710

5

0.00263

0.4

0.002627

0.003763

TABLE 1: Basket description.

Num Paths

MC price

SD MC

CI MC

IS price

SD IS

CI IS

1000

0.01046

0.08998

[0.00488,0.01603]

0.01335

0.02609

[0.01173,0.01497]

10000

0.01184

0.08564

[0.01017,0.01352]

0.01307

0.02481

[0.01258,0.01355]

50000

0.01249

0.08344

[0.01176,0.01322]

0.01278

0.02628

[0.01255,0.01301]

100000

0.01267

0.08282

[0.01216,0.01318]

0.01275

0.02619

[0.01259,0.01291]

500000

0.01274

0.08259

[0.01251,0.01297]

0.01278

0.02594

[0.01271,0.01286]

1000000

0.01287

0.08216

[0.01270,0.01303]

0.01277

0.02596

[0.01272,0.01282]

50000000

0.01277

0.08249

[0.01275,0.01279]

0.01277

0.02597

[0.01276,0.012773]

TABLE 2: Monte Carlo results.

Numerical examples

of the simulation can be used as an estimate
for the standard deviation of Π. According to the
central limit theorem, Π̂K converges in distribution
to the normal distribution:


σ2
N µ,
K

Definition of test basket
We briefly define a test basket that we will use as an
illustrative example of the techniques described so
far. Our first to default swap basket has a maturity
of 1 year and consists of five obligors with constant
hazard rates:
We briefly define a test basket that we will use as
an illustrative example of the techniques described
so far. We consider a 1th to default swap basket
with a maturity of 1 year and five obligors with
constant hazard rates (see Table 1).
The coupon spread on the fee leg is 0.025. The
copula correlation is 0.4694 for every pair of obligors, the risk-free rate is flat at 3%, and the notional
of the default swap is five millions euro.

so we can use σ̂K as a measure of goodness of our
importance sampling algorithm.
Numerical results
Table 2 shows the Monte Carlo results for the example basket. A comparison between naive Monte
Carlo and Importance sampling as in [3] is reported.
We have chosen as theoretical price for comparisons,
the price given by a Monte Carlo simulation with
50000000 paths. The price is 0.01277.
Looking at Table 2 we see that importance sampling if quite effective in reducing the variance of
Monte Carlo estimates for a short maturity 1th to default contract. Good convergence is obtanined with
much fewer paths than with naive Monte Carlo.
With about 50000 we obtain very good results. Standard deviation in the importance sampling case is
only 0.02628, while naive Monte Carlo has a standard deviation of 0.08344
The graph in Figure 1 shows the convergence
behaviour of our estimates for a 1y maturity basket
as a function of number of paths for naive Monte
Carlo and Importance Sampling Monte Carlo. The
reduction in variance is noticeable and quite good.

Measure of goodness
To assess the effect of importance sampling, we
have to define a measure of goodness. Given a
Monte Carlo estimator:
Π̂K =

1
K

K

∑ Πq ,

q =1

as the average of K independent draws of a random variable Π, the standard deviation
v
u
u1
σ̂K = t
K
Spring 2014

K

∑

q =1

( Π q )2

−

1
K

K

∑

q =1

Πq

!2

,
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0.0135

0.013

0.0125

Price

0.012

0.0115

no importance sampling
importance sampling
montecarlo price(∞)

0.011

0.0105

0.01

103

104

5⋅ 104 7⋅ 104 105
5⋅ 105 7⋅ 105 106
Number of Montecarlo paths

5⋅106

7⋅106

FIGURE 1: Convergence behaviour of estimates for maturity 1 year.

0.12
no importance sampling
importance sampling

0.119

montecarlo price(∞)
0.118

Price

0.117

0.116

0.115

0.114

0.113

103

104

5⋅ 104 7⋅ 104 105
5⋅ 105 7⋅ 105 106
Number of Montecarlo paths

5⋅106

7⋅106

FIGURE 2: Convergence behavour of estimates for maturity 10 years.
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Instead for longer maturities the advantage of using importance sampling is not always evident and
attention must be paid in pricing such deals with
importance sampling. Nonetheless the graph in
Figure 2 shows good convergence results of Importance Sampling Monte Carlo estimates for a 10y
maturity basket.

The CUDA c implementation, running on a
NVIDIA GEFORCE GT 540M gives with respect to
a Java implementation running on a Cpu Intel Core
i5 2.67 GHz an increase of about 50x. Indeed to
price an nth to default with 65000 paths takes about
500ms in the Java implementation and only 10ms in
CUDA c implementation.

Acceleration with CUDA c Gpu’s programming

Conclusions
We have studied the Monte Carlo pricing of nth to
default swaps and have seen that importance sampling can speed up considerably convergence. Also
we have hinted at the fact that an implementation
for Gpus can further speed up the pricing, gaining
a factor 50 in performance that is really good. We
have so demonstrated that Monte Carlo pricing can
be used also in contexts where many revaluations
are required (risk analysis) and also in the case of
nested Monte Carlo pricing (for ccr, cva calculation)
contrary to what is normally believed.

As we have seen importance sampling is a quite
effective technique to accelerate convergence of simple Monte Carlo integration for nth to default baskets. Further speed up can be achieved through
CUDA c architecture. Indeed we have implemented the naive Monte Carlo in CUDA c exploiting high hardware parallelism obtaining great perfomance improvements. The strategy is simple:
- copy all contract data in device global memory as array of doubles, ints, ...
- launch a pricing kernel with nThreads =
nMcPaths and a suitable block size
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- make every thread calculate one path (default
time simulation, payoff, etc.) as in cpu implementation.
- store the result for thread (path) idx in position idx in an array big nMcPaths in global
memory
- copy payoffs from device memory to host
memory

ABOUT THE ARTICLE

- accumulate (discounted) payoffs and divide
for number of paths.
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Aggiustamenti Prudenziali al
Valore dei Derivati
FVA di IFRS 13 e AVA di EBA

In questo articolo gli autori illustrano
le ultime novità in materia di aggiustamenti prudenziali al valore degli strumenti derivati contratti dalle banche
OTC. Al già noto FVA definito con
l’introduzione dell’IFRS 13 nel 2011
vanno ad aggiungersi altri aggiustamenti
prudenziali voluti dalla Capital Requirements Regulation (CRR) pubblicata nel
2013. Nello specifico gli autori analizzeranno i due approcci previsti dalla
regolamentazione per il calcolo del valore prudenziale di un contratto derivato,
specificandone in ogni caso pro e contro.

dizioni di mercato generano difficoltà di determinazione del valore.
A conferma di ciò, anche la CRR (Capital Requirements Regulation), pubblicata nel 2013, prevede
che siano adottati degli ulteriori aggiustamenti prudenziali al valore dei contratti derivati, denominati
AVAs (Additional Value Adjustments).

Panoramica sugli FVA
L’IFRS 13 definisce il Fair Value (FV) di uno strumento finanziario come il ricavo/costo connesso al
trasferimento di una determinata attività/passività
tra i partecipanti al mercato ad una certa data.
Sulla base di questa definizione è possibile misurare il fair value in due modi diversi:
1. prodotto tra prezzo quotato dell’attività/passività
e ammontare di detenuti: questa procedura è
sempre usata nel caso di valori e/o parametri
direttamente osservabili; essa non prevede alcun aggiustamento ma si basa semplicemente
sulla relazione Prezzo x Quantità (PxQ);

Antonio CASTAGNA
Lorenzo GHIANDONI
Raffaele RINALDI

2. ricavo/costo legato al trasferimento di una posizione nettata: tale procedura è denominata
Portfolio Exception.

el 2011 è stato introdotto l’IFRS 13, il quale
prevede che siano calcolati dei Fair Value
Adjustments (FVA) con lo scopo di aggiungere un fattore prudenziale al fair value degli strumenti finanziari.
L’FVA è la conseguenza della difficoltà di valutazione di contratti derivati a fronte di una drammatica riduzione della liquidità, come mostrato
dalla crisi finanziaria iniziata nel 2007.
Da allora in poi si è assistito ad un continuo sforzo, da parte dei Regolatori, per giungere a metodologie che rendano la valutazione
dei contratti OTC maggiormente prudenziale.
L’impostazione è giustificata dal fatto che non solo
situazioni di crisi possono accrescere l’incertezza
legata alla valutazione dei prodotti finanziari, ma,
per certe tipologie di strumenti, anche normali con-

N
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Il secondo metodo rappresenta un’eccezione
al normale principio di calcolo del fair value ed
è permesso solamente nel caso in cui l’aggregato di
strumenti sia detenuto con la finalità di copertura
dell’esposizione ad uno o più fattori di rischio.
Nel caso in cui non sia possibile rappresentare
un valore coerente di liquidazione (exit price) per
ogni singolo strumento in maniera diretta (P x Q),
è necessario aggiungere degli aggiustamenti al fair
value, denominati Fair Value Adjustments (FVA). Essi
riguardano:
- le imperfezioni della tecnica di valutazione
qualora non riesca a cogliere le caratteristiche
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dell’attività / passività, principalmente per
problemi legati alla calibrazione del modello;

Approccio sempilificato
L’approccio semplificato può essere utilizzato solo
dalle istituzioni la cui somma delle posizioni misurate a fair value considerate in valore assoluto non
superi i 15 miliardi di euro.
Tale approccio non prevede una distinzione tra
le varie tipologie di AVAs, ma consente di determinare un unico valore di AVA calcolato come la
somma tra:

- l’applicazione di un bid-ask spread per rendere
il fair value il più aderente possibile alle attuali
condizioni di mercato;
- il rischio di controparte;
- l’incertezza nella misurazione del fair value
legata, ad esempio, ad una riduzione della
liquidità nel mercato per le transazioni delle
attività/passività da valutare.

- il 25% del profitto netto non realizzato (net
unrealised profit) delle posizioni misurate a fair
value;

Tutti gli aggiustamenti sono calcolati sulla base
di posizioni nettate (units of measurement), e risultano pertanto disomogenei con i principi contabili,
in quanto questi non prevedono la rappresentazione di posizioni aggregate ma, al contrario, impongono che ciascuna posizione sia presa in considerazione individualmente: per questa ragione
è necessario predisporre una metodologia di riallocazione degli aggiustamenti aggregati sui singoli contratti che compongono il portafoglio. La
metodologia non è definita a priori dall’IFRS13, ma
è lasciata a discrezione dell’istituzione.

- lo 0.1% della somma sempre delle posizioni
misurate a fair value considerate in valore
assoluto.
Le istituzioni che ricorrono all’approccio semplificato non devono calcolare gli AVA su contratti
detenuti in portafoglio a scopo di copertura o bilanciamento.
Il profitto (o la perdita) non realizzata su un singolo
strumento finanziario non è altro che la discrepanza
tra la valutazione corrente dello strumento stesso
ed il suo prezzo di acquisto. Il profitto netto non
realizzato, per tutti i contratti misurati a fair value, è
la differenza tra:

Panoramica sugli AVA
La Regolamentazione Europea CRR[1] richiede che
siano calcolati degli aggiustamenti prudenziali a
partire dal fair value degli strumenti in portafoglio.
L’EBA (European Banking Authority), in un RTS
di Luglio 2013[2] che detta gli standard tecnici sul
calcolo degli aggiustamenti prudenziali, prevede
che gli aggiustamenti (denominati AVA - Additional
Value Adjustment) siano calcolati come una correzione al fair value al fine di ottenere un valore
prudenziale degli strumenti, entro un determinato
livello di confidenza (stabilito al 90%). In altre parole, l’AVA è definito come la differenza tra il fair
value e il prudent value.
La valutazione prudenziale è ottenibile per
mezzo di due diversi approcci alternativi:

- la somma di tutti profitti non realizzati;
- la somma di tutte le perdite non realizzate, considerate in valore assoluto;
Nel caso in cui questa differenza sia minore di
zero, il profitto non realizzato deve essere posto pari
a zero.
Approccio “core”
L’approccio “core” prevede che vengano calcolati
diversi AVA tenendo conto anche delle circostanze
che si possono presentare. Inoltre, tutti gli aggiustamenti sono calcolati su base aggregata.
Non tutti gli AVA indicati dall’EBA devono essere considerati congiuntamente per il calcolo del
prudent value: alcuni potranno essere tralasciati se
non rilevanti ai fini della rappresentazione prudenziale. Ad esempio, non sempre sarà necessario
calcolare un aggiustamento per l’eccessiva concentrazione della posizione su uno specifico contratto,
se l’istituzione è in grado di smobilizzarla in un
tempo ragionevole.
Una rapida analisi dei singoli aggiustamenti
può risultare utile.

1. Approccio semplificato: può essere scelto solo
dalle istituzioni il cui portafoglio di contratti
derivati misurati a fair value è, in valore assoluto, al di sotto di 15 miliardi di euro;
2. Approccio “core”: più complesso ed articolato,
richiede il calcolo specifico di diverse quantità
con metodologie sviluppate ad hoc.
Inoltre, la CRR prevede che l’ammontare che
costituisce l’aggiustamento complessivo ("aggregate
AVA") sia dedotto dal Common Equity Tier 1 capital.
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FIGURE 1: Rapporto sull’attività di mercato in swap EUR. Fonte: www.gtranalytics.com su dati pubblici DTCC SDR.

Prezzi realmente trattati sul mercato sono
disponibili piuttosto agevolmente a seguito degli
obblighi di trascrizione dei contratti che le normative sia europea (EMIR) che americana (DoddFrank) hanno imposto agli operatori di mercato.
Vale la pena ricordare che questi dati necessitano
di opportuni strumenti di estrazione e di analisi,
come ad esempio www.gtranalytics.com.

Market price uncertainty
La determinazione del fair value può essere influenzata da numerosi fattori, tra cui differenti dati di
mercato e diverse metodologie di valutazione: tutto
ciò potrebbe condurre alla determinazione di più
fair value per la valutazione di un singolo strumento.
Queste differenze sono ancor più evidenti in mercati poco liquidi e con una trasparenza ridotta.
Il market price uncertainty AVA è determinato individuando un valore all’interno di un range per
cui l’istituzione possa smobilizzare la posizione ad
un livello di confidenza del 90%. Definire questo
intervallo di confidenza richiede uno sforzo di
definizione metodologica. Tuttavia questo AVA può
essere posto pari a zero nel caso in cui l’istituzione
abbia evidenza che lo strumento sia altamente liquido e non ci sia incertezza attorno alla determinazione del prezzo.

Concentration and liquidity
L’identificazione di una posizione concentrata
avviene confrontando l’esposizione dell’istituzione
con l’ammontare medio scambiato nel mercato su
contratti analoghi e con durata residua equivalente.
Nel caso in cui si individui una posizione che
può essere definita “concentrata”, ossia nel caso in
cui non sia disponibile un prezzo di mercato che
consenta di smobilizzare immediatamente il suo
intero ammontare, l’EBA prevede che siano definiti
un periodo prudenziale di smobilizzo (prudent exit period) e un aggiustamento calcolato considerando
la volatilità dei parametri di valutazione, del bidoffer spread e l’impatto di una ipotetica startegia di
smobilizzo sui prezzi di mercato.
Questo aggiustamento è necessario solo qualora
il prudent exit period sia superiore all’orizzonte temporale di dieci giorni[1].
Anche questo aggiustamento, ancor di più che
i precedenti, va determinato sulla base di prezzi e
volumi di contratti realmente chiusi sul mercato. I
dati delle Trade Repository sono essenziali: un esempio di analisi che aiuti la banca nella stima della
liquidità di un certo mercato, è riportato in Figura 1,
dove sono mostrate alcune statistiche per i contratti
di swap in Euro, 1Y Fix vs 6M Floating, chiusi nella
seconda metà del 2013. E’ immediato rilevare che

Close-out costs
L’incertezza nell’exit price di una posizione nasce
non solo dall’incertezza attorno al suo mid price ma
anche da quella relativa al bid-ask spread: tale aspetto è preso in considerazione tramite il close-out
costs AVA.
Se il market price uncertainty AVA viene calcolato
sulla base di quotazioni disponibili sul mercato, il
close-out costs AVA può essere posto pari a zero.
Sia il market price uncertainty che i close-out costs
si possono determinare qualora si disponga di una
strumentazione idonea a monitorare serie storiche
di prezzi realmente trattati sul mercati, integrandoli
con serie storiche di prezzi indicativi (ad esempio:
pagine pubblicate da primari broker su Reuters o
su Bloomberg), di prezzi di consenso (forniti da
servizi come Markit).
Spring 2014
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FIGURE 2: Rapporto sull’attività di mercato in swap EONIA. Fonte: www.gtranalytics.com su dati pubblici DTCC SDR.

talune scadenze soffrono di una marcata illiquidità.

e delle curve di proiezione dei tassi a termine (ricavate dagli swap contro Libor 3M o 6M). Se ci si
affida alle pagine indicative di fornitori di informazioni, quali Bloomberg o Reuters, si ha la falsa
impressione che il mercato sia piuttosto completo
ed uniformemente liquido.
In realtà, un’analisi dei dati relativi alle effettive
transazioni svela molto rapidamente che il mercato
degli OIS (o EONIA) swap è particolarmente illiquido a partire dai 3 anni di scadenza. Con un rapporto come quello mostrato in Figura 2, si giunge
a questa conclusione agevolmente: il contratto più
liquido è quello a scadenza 5 anni, che tratta ogni 13
ore circa (ultima colonna del rapporto). Ma questo
significa anche che la banca si espone al rischio di
calibrazione delle curve di sconto e di proiezione
di tassi a termine, che avviene su dati indicativi per
la maggior parte dei casi, e non su prezzi effettivamente scambiati sul mercato . L’impatto su un
libro di swap può essere rilevante e la rivalutazione
subire distorsioni considerevoli.
Anche per l’aggiustamento del model risk non si
può fare a meno di utilizzare in modo appropriato
i dati disponibili sulle transazioni di mercato, a integrazione degli altri dati di consenso ed indicativi.

Unearned credit spreads
L’incertezza nel calcolo del Credit Valuation
Adjustment (CVA), ossia nella valutazione
dell’aggiustamento necessario per includere il valore attuale della perdita attesa dovuto al fallimento
della controparte.
L’AVA in questione deve includere:
- l’incertezza del prezzo di mercato del rischio di
fallimento della controparte;
- l’incertezza dovuta al rischio per il modello
usato per calcolare CVA.
Model risk
Il model risk emerge per quei contratti per i quali gli
operatori di mercato utilizzano più modelli o più
calibrazioni e non c’è un prezzo di mercato univocamente determinato. La valutazione del rischio di
modellodeve considerare la diversità dei vari approcci possibili e la complessità del prodotto. Ove
possibile, le istituzioni dovrebbero calcolare il rischio di modello comparando le valutazioni prodotte
da diversi modelli e da diverse calibrazioni.
L’aggiustamento sarà determinato come il
novantesimo percentile della gamma di valori
prodotta dai vari modelli e dalle differenti calibrazioni.
Il model risk è importante anche per strumenti apparentemente liquidi e semplici da prezzare, come
per esempio degli interest rate swap. Infatti, data la
corrente metodologia di mercato di valutare questi
contratti con un approccio multicurva, è abbastanza
agevole identificare rischi di interpolazione e/o estrapolazione legati alla definizione delle curve di
sconto (ricavate dai contratti OIS o EONIA swap)

Investing and funding costs
I costi di investimento e di finanziamento devono essere calcolati distinguendo tra due diverse tipologie
di strumenti:
- per i derivati fortemente collateralizzati deve
essere calcolato un aggiustamento valutando
l’incertezza attorno al quadro di riferimento
di valutazione;
- nel caso di derivati scarsamente collateralizzati o totalmente non collateralizzati, deve essere calcolato un aggiustamento includendo
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FIGURE 3: Relazione tra FVA e AVA.

costi e benefici di finanziamento per tutta la
durata del contratto dello strumento.

quanto previsto dai termini contrattuali (ad esempio una operazione di buyback della controparte).
Questo tipo di AVA deve essere calcolato prendendo in considerazione la percentuale di operazioni che sono storicamente terminate prima della
scadenza e la perdita che è emersa in questi casi.
La predisposizione di modelli comportamentali/statistici, ad integrazione degli usuali modelli
di valutazione basati su approccio neutrale al rischio, è indispensabile per poter apportare questo
tipo di aggiustamento. Bisogna peraltro rilevare che
poche categorie di contratti si espongono a questo
genere di rischio.

Sebbene la normativa parli di benefici, questi
vanno definiti in modo molto specifico, per evitare
di attribuire profitti figurativi che non si realizzino
poi effettivamente durante la vita contrattuale. A
nostro avviso questa è un’area della valutazione dei
derivati soggetta a studio e non escludiamo mutamenti di opinione sia degli operatori di mercato che
della regolamentazione nei prossimi mesi, o forse
anni.
Future administrative costs

Operational risks

I costi amministrativi futuri, che includono anche
quelli collegati alle future coperture, devono essere calcolati su tutta la vita residua delle esposizioni per cui non è applicabile un exit price per
l’aggiustamento per i costi di close-out-cost (cioè
l’aggiustamento è calcolato utilizzando esposizioni
nettate), scontando l’ammontare al tasso privo di
rischio.
In particolare, dovranno essere considerati
tutti i costi fissi in cui incorrerà l’istituzione per
l’attività di gestione di portafoglio, ovviamente considerando anche la dinamica e le dimensioni del
portafoglio.
I costi includono tutte le spese per il personale, quelle infrastrutturali e tutti i costi attesi di
copertura.

Nel caso in cui un’istituzione applichi l’Advanced
Measurement Approach for Operational Risk[1], allora
può porre l’aggiustamento per il rischio operativo
pari a zero.
In caso contrario, l’aggiustamento per il rischio
operativo è calcolato come il 10% della somma degli
AVA relativi al market price uncertainty e al close-outcost.

Il rapporto tra FVA ed AVA
E’ importante sottolineare il rapporto tra FVA e
AVA: l’EBA prevede che ciascun AVA sia calcolato,
nel caso in cui si presentino sovrapposizioni con
l’FVA, in forma residuale, ovvero come differenza
tra l’AVA stesso e l’FVA corrispondente (ovviamente
facendo riferimento sempre allo stesso fattore di rischio). Alcuni AVA sono riconducibili agli FVA prescritti dall’IFRS13: la Figura 3 mostra che le sovrapposizioni tra AVA e FVA riguardano soprattutto il

Early termination
L’early termination considera le potenziali perdite
derivanti da una chiusura anticipata rispetto a
Spring 2014
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FIGURE 4: Approccio demplificato vs "core". Tutti gli swap sono in the money (2%). Dati in milioni di Euro.

FIGURE 5: Approccio semplificato vs "core". Tutti gli swap sono out of the money (2%). Dati in milioni di Euro.

Documentazione e controllo

calcolo attorno all’incertezza nella valutazione.

La metodologia per la valutazione prudenziale deve
essere riportata all’interno di un documento che
sarà revisionato annualmente e approvato dal senior management.

Aggregazione degli AVA
L’aggregazione è un’operazione che viene richiesta
solo nel "core" approach. Dopo aver calcolato gli
AVAs, l’aggregazione avviene separatamente a seconda dell’AVA in questione. In particolare, tutti
gli AVA ad esclusione del close-out-cost e del market
price uncertainty, possono essere sommati algebricamente al fine di ottenere la loro aggregazione.
Per quanto riguarda gli AVA rimasti esclusi dal calcolo precedente, ovvero il close-out-cost e il market
price uncertainty, per ognuna delle due categorie il
calcolo avviene tramite uno dei seguenti approcci:

Il sistema di calcolo degli AVA deve essere
inizialmente autorizzato e successivamente monitorato da un’autorità di vigilanza indipendente.
Inoltre, le istituzioni devono controllare il processo
di calcolo e avere risorse adeguate per assicurare
una valutazione congrua anche durante i periodi di
stress.
La metodologia per il calcolo dell’AVA secondo
l’approccio semplificato, se da un lato permette
di risparmiare tempo e risorse per il calcolo e
l’aggregazione degli AVA, dall’altro risulta particolarmente dispendioso e punitivo. Nelle Figure
4 e 5 è riportato un esempio di applicazione degli
approcci semplificato e "core", con la finalità di individuare le differenze in termini di capitale assorbito.
Il confronto è stato effettuato considerando dieci
diversi portafogli di swap, ciascuno dei quali è composto da contratti caratterizzati da diverse scadenze
tra 1 e cinquanta anni.

1. quando l’esposizione relativa ad un determinato portafoglio si riferisce ad un solo
parametro che ne influenza il valore, il calcolo
avviene tramite la somma degli AVA relativi
a tale esposizione;
2. quando l’esposizione relativa ad un determinato portafoglio si riferisce a più parametri
che ne influenzano il valore, il calcolo avviene
tramite il 50% della somma degli AVA relativi
a tale esposizione.

In particolare, si è cercato di simulare un tipico
portafoglio di swap di una banca in cui la maggior
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parte dell’esposizione è concentrata sulle scadenze
più brevi (1Y-3Y); inoltre, i portafogli sono costruiti
in modo tale da rappresentare una gamma di esposizioni al rischio tasso per la banca da totalmente
“corto” (tutti gli swap sono ricevitori di tasso fisso)
a totalmente “lungo” (tutti gli swap sono pagatori
di tasso fisso).

incertezza nella valutazione ed escluderla dal calcolo dell’aggiustamento, traendo così un vantaggio
in termini di capitale. A questo scopo, nell’analisi
riportata sopra, è stato utilizzato GTRAnalytics per
eseguire l’analisi sulla liquidità del mercato ed eliminare alcuni parametri dal calcolo degli AVA.

Nelle Figure 4 e 5 sono riportati solo i portafogli
che risultano 2% in the money e 2% out of the
money: si tratta, in altre parole, di portafogli di interest rate swap il cui tasso fisso è, rispettivamente,
inferiore e superiore rispetto ai tassi di mercato correnti. Nell’analisi sono stati considerati solo gli AVA
più rilevanti in termini monetari, ovvero il market
price uncertainty, il close-out cost e l’operational risk.
Questi possono essere calcolati a prescindere dai
modelli di valutazione, dai parametri di input e
dalle calibrazioni utilizzati all’interno delle diverse
istituzioni.

Conclusioni
Il calcolo degli FVA e degli AVA presenta numerose
difficoltà: nel primo caso è previsto un complesso
meccanismo di sub-allocazione dell’aggiustamento
totale su tutti i singoli contratti del portafoglio,
la cui definizione metodologica è lasciata a discrezione della singola istituzione.
Anche nel secondo caso, per il calcolo degli AVA
sono presenti numerose criticità ed incertezze in
quanto, a seconda della metodologia adottata, il
prudent value può differire sensibilmente dal valore
di fair value.
Soprattutto vanno definiti dei modelli e delle
pratiche che al momento non sono state ancora
sviluppate, o almeno non sono condivise pubblicamente tra gli operatori di mercato.
Iason ha seguito un primario gruppo bancario
internazionale nella realizzazione di un quadro
metodologico complessivo per il calcolo degli degli
AVA e degli FVA. Il supporto che Iason può fornire
si estende a:

Analizzando le Figure 4 e 5 risulta evidente
come l’approccio "core" sia meno dispendioso per
quasi tutti i portafogli. L’analisi del gruppo di
portafogli in the money (Figura 4) mostra che
l’approccio semplificato è maggiormente conveniente solo per i portafogli 8, 9 e 10, per i quali
l’istituzione è fortemente sbilanciata dal lato receiver
e quindi è in una situazione di perdita non realizzata (nel qual caso l’approccio semplificato prevede
che sia considerato solo lo 0.1% della somma delle
posizioni misurate a fair value considerate in valore assoluto): ciò significa che in tutte le altre circostanze in cui l’istituzione sia in una situazione
di profitto non realizzato, l’approccio semplificato
risulta altamente penalizzante.

1. un’efficiente quantificazione degli AVA e degli
FVA;
2. la distinzione tra prudent valuation adjustment
e fair value adjustment al fine di evitare double
counting;

L’analisi dei portafogli out of the money (Figura
5), analogamente al caso precedente, mostra che
l’approccio “core" risulta complessivamente molto
più conveniente dell’approccio semplificato, il quale
sembra essere preferibile solo nei casi 1, 2 e 3
dove, specularmente all’ipotesi analizzata sopra,
l’istituzione è in una situazione di perdita non realizzata, poichè essa è fortemente sbilanciata dal lato
payer.

3. la riduzione dell’impatto in termini di capitale a seguito del calcolo degli AVA e degli
FVA;
4. l’aggiornamento continuo su ogni nuova direttiva proveniente dalla normativa e dai Regolatori.

Oltre ad un vantaggio complessivo dato da
una metodologia di calcolo favorevole, l’approccio
"core" è preferibile rispetto all’approccio semplificato in quanto consente alle istituzioni un ulteriore
beneficio in termini di capitale. Infatti, l’approccio
evoluto consente di ridurre il numero di parametri
su cui calcolare gli aggiustamenti e questi, conseguentemente, risulteranno maggiormente convenienti dal punto di vista dell’istituzione.

Vale la pena, infine, sottolineare l’importanza vitale di avere accesso ad una serie di dati di mercato
fino a poco tempo fa non disponibili. Ci riferiamo
in particolare ai dati relativi alle transazioni su contratti OTC registrati presso le Trade Repository, in
accordo con la regolamentazione EMIR in Europa
e Dodd-Frank in USA. Molti degli aggiustamenti
prudenziali richiesti sono possibili solo analizzando
questi dati.
La società Financial Machineries, del gruppo
Iason, ha sviluppato un applicativo, GTRAnalytics

Ad esempio, nel caso dell’aggiustamento
dovuto al market price uncertainty, è possibile isolare
la parte di curva in cui risulta evidente l’assenza di
Spring 2014
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(http://www.gtranalytics.com) che permette di analizzare i dati contenuti nelle Trade Repository, attraverso funzionalità di interrogazione della base
dati e di reportistica. Con GTRAnalytics potranno
essere calcolati i parametri di mercato come le
volatilità dei prezzi reali, le sacche di illiquidità
su tipologie di strumenti, inferire bid-ask spread,
etc., così da pervenire ad un appropriato calcolo
degli AVA e degli FVA.
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Analytical Credit VaR
Stress Tests

In this article the authors take a clear
picture of the VaR stress tests that
have become extremely important in
the risk management of the banks after the 2008 crisis. They propose two
main typologies of stress tests focusing in particular on the second one:
they try to analyse Type-II within a
CreditMetrics-like framework in order
to compute efficently the credit VaR.

The above mentioned tests imply, in many cases,
that the bank has a credit model that considers
macro-economic risk factors, such as the GDP, into
the calculation of the VaR. That means also that they
cannot consistently be operated with the single risk
factor model of Pillar I of the Basel II framework: in
fact, in this case, the PDs, LGDs and EADs can be
stressed by an “external” model connecting them
to macro-economic factors, stressing the latter, estimating the effect on the three variables and then
inputing their new exogenously derived levels into
the Pillar I credit VaR formula (par. 271, [1]). This
manifestly not a theoretically sound approach: first,
if macro economic risk factors affect PDs, LGDs and
EADs, then they should be directly included into
the model evaluating the credit VaR; secondly, and
more importantly, such approach treats as a Type-I
test, according to the criteria we will present in next
section, what should be considered a Type-II test.
As we will explain more in details in next section,
the two types of tests have deep implications as far
as the computation of the VaR is concerned; besides,
at least in principle, they can be performed in a
thorough fashion only within a suitable framework,
enough reach to include significant risk factors.

Antonio CASTAGNA
Fabio MERCURIO
redit VaR stress test has become a crucial
activity banks have to perform, both under
a risk management and a regulatory angle.
The Regulator [1] is aware of the importance to test
the credit losses in a stressed environment and this
is an even more momentous issue after the crises
of 2008.
The Basel II framework requires to test the solvency of the bank in scenarios such as economic
or industry downturns, market-risk events, liquidity conditions (see par. 434, [1]). Besides banks
“must perform a credit risk stress test to assess the
effect of certain specific conditions on its IRB regulatory capital requirements... For this purpose, the
objective is not to require banks to consider worstcase scenarios. The banks stress test in this context
should, however, consider at least the effect of mild
recession scenarios. In this case, one example might
be to use two consecutive quarters of zero growth
to assess the effect on the banks PDs, LGDs and
EADs, taking account on a conservative basis of the
banks international diversification.” (par. 435, [1]).

C

Classification of Stress Tests
Many kinds of stress tests can be operated on credit
portfolio. Under a very general perspective, a
classification of stress tests can hinge on that one
described in the Basel Commitee’s Report [2], although it is not strictly related to credit portfolio:
- Scenario stress tests: they test the performance
of a given portfolio under a defined scenario
involving economic and/or political events.
These tests can be either event driven, in which
case the event itself is identified and its effects are then translated onto the model’s1

1 For the moment we refer loosely to the “model”, indicating with this term generically the set of analytical tools employed to
compute portfolio’s losses.
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risk factors affecting the value of the portfolio;
or portfolio driven, in which case the (possibly
joint) movements of the risk factors are identified amongst those causing big losses, and
then scenarios are defined backward consistently with the formers. In either cases, risk
managers can resort to historical scenarios actually experienced in the past, or to hypothetical scenarios, specifically framed according
to their judgment.

of losses experienced if one, or a combination,
of the risk factors will assume some values
in the future, along and/or at the end of the
considered period. In this case we are actually
computing a conditional measure of the losses
(e.g.: a conditional VaR). From a slightly different point of view, we are not worried about
the wrong setting of the parameters since we
do believe our model is fully and correctly
specified; in stead, we want to know what
happens if we force one or many risk factors
to assume predefined values.

- Sensitivity stress tests: they test the losses of a
given portfolio after a change of the starting
levels of the parameters of the risk factors of
the model. As an example, a volatility parameter can be tilted by a 10% upward, or the
interest rates can be shifted by 50 basis points.
It is clear then when risk factors are involved,
the sensitivity stress test resembles very much
a scenario stress test, especially if one considers historical values as a guide to set the shifts.
The difference lies in that the risk managers
do not try to identify the proper change of
the risk factors related to a given scenario, but
simply apply a shift disregarding the source
causing it.

It is rather clear that Type-I can often clash with
Sensitivity tests, although this does not happens
always, since in the second one also shocks to risk
factors are included, which in the second classification enter in the Type-II tests, if the test is on their
reaching specific future values. In fact, one of the
flaws of the Basel Committee’s classification, under
the computational perspective, is that it misses to
point out the difference between, on the one hand,
the setting of the initial value of the risk factors at
stressed levels and, on the other hand, the setting
of their future value at some stressed levels. In the
first case we have a Type-I stress test, whereas in
the second we have a Type-II. A similar reasoning
applies also to Type-II tests, which may resemble
Scenario stress tests, but do not fully coincide with
them.
Under a computational perspective, Type-I tests
pose no particular problems: the new losses, according to the chosen metric, are calculated by the
adopted model with the new levels of the input
parameters. An application of this kind of stress
tests is in Mager and Schmieder [8], although they
are classified under a different taxonomy, yet all
being fully belonging to our Type-I set. This kind
of stress tests do not deserve a special attention and
will not be studied in depth in what follows. TypeII stress tests, on the contrary, require much more
care and imply that the model has to be adapted,
so as to cope with the computation of a conditional
loss measure.
As mentioned above, Type-II are often Scenario
stress tests. In more details, scenarios are in many
cases built with reference to futures levels of macroeconomic variables (e.g.: decline GDP, raise of oil
prices) especially if the are of the event driven kind.
When these macro-economic variables are included
into the risk factors affecting the performance of a
portfolio, operating a Scenario stress test is tantamount to working out a Type-II stress test.
Macro-economic stress tests have been studied
in many works, but the focus has always been on
their design and very little analysis has been de-

This classification concerns only the methodology to identify a stress test in its essence and no
attention is paid to the calculation issues related to
each of the two typologies. Actually the problems
related to the calculation of the losses of a given
portfolio, whatsoever the metric chosen (e.g.: it can
be the VaR), is only in part connected to the taxonomy above and it depends on other considerations,
often (but not only) linked to the adopted model.
We therefore propose the following typologies of
stress tests, shifting the focus on the computation
of the losses:
- Type-I stress tests: they measure the reactivity of the losses to a change of the starting
values of the model’s inputs; the latter are
parameters and initial values of the variables
of the model. For example, with reference
to a credit portfolio, one can shock by some
amount the probabilities of default (PD) or
the loss given default (LGD) and then check
what happens to portfolio’s losses. Type-I can
be seen, under a different perspective, as tests
for the model risk, as far as the initial level
of the inputs is concerned. In other words,
we do not think the model we adopted is not
correct, but we only try to gauge the risk of
setting the “estimated” inputs at levels not in
line with the “true” ones.
- Type-II stress tests: they compute the amount
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voted to its computation, which in theory should
have considered the issues related to the conditioning. In the credit risk field, the more common approach is to adopt a model à la CreditPortfolioView
[12], as for example in Kalirai and Scheicher [7]
or in Virolainen [11]. In the latter, the average PD
for an industry j is a logistic function of the form
p j = 1 y j , where:

these values as inputs for the calculations engine.
Needless to say that this procedure is quite inconsistent under a theoretical perspective. In fact, once
we have designed a credit VaR model, we should let
the model compute the PDs referring to the chosen
Type-II stress test. This is the only thorough method
to operate a stress test whose result is linked to the
unconditioned VaR measure: it exactly explicits the
conditioned VaR levels that we are implicitly “aggregating” when calculating the unconditional VaR.
When one resorts to a “satellite” model, they are
just admitting that the VaR is not a true measure
of the unexpected losses for all the infinite set of
possible combinations of risk factors, since in some
identified (stressed) cases they use PDs different
from those derived internally in the model.
In what follows we try and analyse Type-II
stress tests within a CreditMetrics-like framework
(see [6]), with specific features that enable an efficient analytical credit VaR computation. We will
show how to compute conditioned var/covar matrices and conditioned PDs levels. It is worth stressing
the fact that not all the tests foreseen by the Regulator can be consistently performed within this model
(although most of them actually can). More on this
will be discussed later and possible solutions will
be indicated.

1+ e

y j = β j,0 + β j,1 x1 + β j,2 x2 + ... + β j,n xn + ε j
y j is the industry-specific macro-economic index,
β j,. is a set of regression coefficients to be estimated
for the j-th industry, and xi is the set of explanatory
macro-economic factors. After the estimation, stress
tests on the credit VaR are conducted by assuming
a given shock for one or more economic factors:
“This shock, or a sequence of shocks, is introduced in
the first step(s) of each simulation round, and it impacts
the other macro factors through the variance-covariance
matrix” (see [11] page 24). This procedure is correct
since we are computing the credit VaR via Montecarlo simulation, but the same approach cannot be
easily adapted if we adopt an analytical, in which
case we need to explicitly consider the effects of conditioning on the risk factors’ variance-covariance
matrix and possibly other variables.
The need to employ the conditional variancecovariance matrix is acknowledged in Drehmann
[5], but eventually not satisfied. He designs a framework where the PDs are determined by the distance
from default as in the Merton model [9], thus allowing for an analytical computation of the credit
VaR. The debtor’s asset returns R j are modelled as
in an APT model:

Notation
We will make use of the following notation:
- If not specified differently, the mean and standard deviation of the random variable X are
denoted, respectively, by µ X and σX .

R j = α j + ∑ β j,i ∆x j,i + ε

- The expectation of the random variable X is
denoted also by E( X ).

where x j,i are economic factors affecting the expected cash flows generated by the stock. After
the β j,i parameters’ estimation, scenario stress tests
are performed by imposing a given track to one
of the economic factors, and the asset returns are
generated by the stock returns by “assuming that
factors are jointly normally distributed with N (0, Σ)
where Σ is the observed variance/covariance matrix
post October 1992.”. The matrix used is explicitly
indicated by the author later in the text to be the
unconditional one, and a justification for this theoretically wrong choice is proposed.
A related problem is determining the level of
the PDs to input into the VaR engine to get the
conditioned VaR measure. In practice many risk
management departments adopt satellite models to
compute new PDs under given scenarios (generally
a Type-II test in our taxonomy) and then they use

- The variance of the random variable X is denoted also by Var( X ).

i
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- The covariance between the random variables
X and Y is denoted by Cov( X, Y ).
- The correlation between the random variables
X and Y is denoted by Corr( X, Y ).
- Normalized variables are denoted with an
overline. For instance, if X is a random variable with mean µ X and standard deviation
σX , then
X − µX
X :=
(1)
σX
- M denotes a set of events and E(·|M) the
respective conditional expectation. Similar
notations hold for the conditional variance,
covariance and correlation.
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- X |M denotes the random variable X condie will
tional on M. The shorthand notation X
also be used.

explicitly taken into account. It is not possible to
exclude these two quantities when calculating the
credit VaR under a Type-II stress test, whereas they
can be safely disregarded when we are interested in
a Type-I stress test. The reason for that is basically
due o the fact that we need to compute conditional
moments and variance, for a given stressed level of
one or more risk factors. Since those levels are provided in non-nomrlaised terms, it is not feasible to
operate calculations in the normalised zero-mean,
unit variance metric.

- A normal random variable with mean µ and
standard deviation σ is denoted by N (µ, σ ).
Analogously, a normal random vector with
mean µ and variance-covariance matrix Σ is
denoted by N (µ, Σ).
- The standard normal distribution function is
denoted by Φ, and Φ−1 denotes its inverse.
- The indicator function of set A is denoted by
1A.

Normalizing asset returns
Normalizing variables, we get:

- The symbol “∼” is to be read as “distributed
as”.

Xi =

- If A is a matrix, then A0 denotes its transpose.

i

Yi − µYi
βi
+q
= q
ξi
σ
2
2
2
2
Yi
αi σY + β i
αi σY2 + β2i
αi σYi

- The entry of matrix A that corresponds to the
intersection of the i-th row and j-th column is
denoted by Ai,j .

i

= q

The model we present is basically a generalization
of the framework analysed in Bonollo et al. [3]
and in Castagna et al. [4] (in the latter work the
framework was extended to a multi-scenario setting). These are related to the seminal work of
Pythkin [10].
Asset returns { Xi }i=1,...,M are the key variables
to model: default occurs for borrower i when the
corresponding Xi falls below a given threshold li .
This is an assumption similar to that in Merton [9]
and adopted also in by the Regulator [1] to compute
the Pillar I credit VaR. Asset returns are assumed
to be normally distributed:

Var( Xi ) = σX2 i = α2i σY2i + β2i

)2

ri : = q

Yi − µYi
β i /αi
+q
ξi
σYi
2
σY + ( β i /αi )2
i

(4)

σYi

(5)

σY2 + ( β i /αi )2
i

It is straightforward to check that
ri = Corr( Xi , Yi ) = Corr( X i , Y i )

(6)

Normalized asset returns do not depend on αi
and β i separately but on their ratio, which can be
obtained from the correlation ri by inverting (5):


σYi 2
( β i /αi )2 =
− σY2i
(7)
ri

(2)

Therefore, if the correlation between Xi and Yi is a
market input, the normalized asset dynamics are
parameter independent.3 In fact, for each value
of the standard deviation σYi , by (7), we can always find a ratio β i /αi that reproduces the given
correlation ri = Corr( Xi , Yi ), thus ending up with
equation
q
Xi = Corr( Xi , Yi )Yi + 1 − Corr( Xi , Yi )2 ξ i

(3)

which clearly depends on none of the initial parameters.
To be able to replace the variables (2) with their
normalized counterparts, we also need to study the

The main point here to stress is that, differently
from setting in [3] and [4], we work with Xi before
standardization, so that their mean and variance are
2 This

σYi

σY2
i

where the weight ri is defined by

where αi and β i are positive constants,2 ξ i is an independent standard normal random variable and Yi ,
which is normally distributed with mean µYi and
standard deviation σYi , can be seen as a composite
factor encompassing the effects of all the models’
risk factors.
We then have:
E( Xi ) = µ Xi = αi E(Yi ) = αi µYi

i

+ ( β i /αi
q
= ri Yi + 1 − ri2 ξ i

The model

Xi = αi Yi + β i ξ i

Xi − αi µYi
Xi − µ Xi
= q
σXi
α2i σY2 + β2i

assumption can easily be relaxed.
that the last side of (4) is always independent of the mean values.

3 Notice
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loss condition. The loss function depends on indicator functions like 1{ Xi ≤li } . Normalization leads
to
l i − µ Xi
X i − µ Xi
≤
(8)
Xi ≤ l i ⇔
σXi
σXi

is:

li = µ Xi + σXi Φ−1 ( pi ).

Normalizing conditional asset returns
After the derivation of the effective threshold, we
can normalize again all the risk factors. These are
usually macro-economic factors usually considered
are interest rates, GDP, the stock-exchange index,
oil prices and a significant FX pair (for a European
economy it could be the EURUSD). These factors
can have a good explanatory power for the industry factors Ik , and they are also mentioned by the
Regulator (see [1]) as candidate for stress testing
analysis.

(10)

Therefore, (8) is equivalent to
Xi ≤ l i ⇔ Xi ≤ Φ − 1 ( p i )

(11)

The loss condition (11) depends only on the probabilities of defaults pi and not on the means µ Xi and
µYi or the standard deviations σXi and σYi . Moreover, there is no dependence whatsoever on the
parameters αi and β i . We can thus conclude that
we can directly model normalized asset returns as
in (4), since the only needed parameters are the
weights ri , representing the correlation between Xi
and its composite systemic risk Yi , and the correlations between assets (modeling joint defaults),
which trivially remain the same after normalization.

Modeling macroeconomic factors
Let us now assume that each industry factor Ik can
be decomposed into S − 1 macro-economic factors:
Ik =

S −1

∑

ηk,j M j + ε k Mind

j =1

where the coefficient ηk,j represents the portion
of the k-th sector that is described by the jth macro-economic factor and Mind is an independent risk, Mind ∼ N (0, 1). We assume
that M := ( M1 , . . . , MS−1 )0 ∼ N (µ M , Σ M ), with
µ M = (µ1M , . . . , µSM−1 )0 the vector of mean values
M)
and Σ M = (Σh,k
h,k =1,...,S−1 the ( S − 1) × ( S − 1)
variance-covariance matrix encoding correlations
among macro-economic factors.
Macro-economic factors usually considered are
interest rates, GDP, the stock-exchange index, oil
prices and a significant FX pair (for a European
economy it could be the EURUSD). These factors
can have a good explanatory power for the industry factors Ik , and they are also mentioned by the
Regulator (see [1]) as candidate for stress testing
analysis.
Let us consider a scenario where m macroeconomic factors are fixed:

Conditioning on fixed scenarios and effective
threshold
Conditioning on risk factor (such as a geographical sectors or macro-economic variables) means, in
practice, conditioning the calculations to a given
future realization of the composite variable Yi . This
produces some complication since the mean and
standard deviation of Xi , conditional on the given
scenario, can differ from the initial ones used in the
definition (10) of the threshold li . It is possible to
show that a new threshold exists that is compatible with the stressed level of the risk factor. We
can then replace the initial threshold li with the
scenario-based one, liM . Now, such threshold depends on both the unconditional and conditional
mean and variances of Xi , which therefore need to
be calculated too.
Once we have the conditional values of the mean
and the variance of the risk factors, we can determine the effective threshold consistent with the
stressed levels.
It is worth noticing that conditioning on a given
scenario implies also a change in the default probability of the debtor. In fact from the effective threshold we have that the conditioned default probability
Spring 2014

(12)

The new probability can be higher or lower than
the unconditioned one, depending on the chosen
scenario: in general we will be interested in stressed
environments producing worse debtor’s conditions.

Defining the threshold li from the probability of
default pi of asset i, we have:

Prob( Xi ≤ li ) = Prob N (µ Xi , σXi ) ≤ li


(9)
l i − µ Xi
= pi
=Φ
σXi
namely

piM = Φ(liM )

e j , . . . , Mj = M
e j , 1 ≤ j1 ≤ · · · ≤ jm ≤
M j1 = M
m
m
1
S − 1.
Let M denote the union of these joint events.
For each i, j = 1, . . . , S − 1 we must calculate:
E( M j |M)

Cov( Mi , M j |M)
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The calculation is rather lengthy, but formulae are
closed form and they can be computed quickly and
inserted in the (12) to obtain conditional probabilities.

macro-economic variables, and then to feed these
new values in a simplified credit VaR engine. The
inconsistency of this approach has already been
mentioned above.
Nevertheless Type-II stress tests will have no effects on the LGDs and the EADs within our framework, since they are completely independent from
any risk factor possibly considered. Hence we are
somehow not complying with the Basel document
[1] that unambiguously names also the other two
variables besides the PDs. The limitation is surely
more relevant for LGDs, while it has a very limited impact for the EADs and we can rather safely
disregard it.
One way to cope with this (and actually the only
one in the framework we analysed), is to operate a
spurious Type-II stress test, by identifying a given
scenario referring to the risk factors, and replacing
also the original input values for LGDs with new
levels exogenously derived. The inconsistency here
is restricted only to the LGDs.
The second way is consequentially related to
the last consideration: we should extend the model
above so as to take into account the effects of the
risk factors not only on the PDs, but only on LGDs
(and possibly on the EADs). This is feasible in theory although it requires and extra computational
effort. We leave the issue to future research.

Type-I and Type-II Stress Tests
Given the framework designed above, we now analyse how the two typologies of stress tests can be
performed and whether they satisfy the Regulator’s
requirements.
As we already stated at the beginning of the
article, Type-I tests can be easily operated by computing the VaR with new inputs’ values.4 We can
test how the VaR changes if we assume different
PDs, LGDs, EADs. These new levels, tough, are
not a consequence of a given scenario of the risk
factors. In the framework above, a change in the
PDs may be generated also by forcing one or more
risk factors to reach some specific levels. But this is
not the case of Type-I stress tests.
The tests that are more explicitly suggested in
the Basel II document [1] can be considered Type-II:
our framework allows to operate many of these
stress tests. Since we can introduce in our model
both macro-economic factors (including financial
variables such as stock indices and FX rates) and
geographic-sectoral industry factors, we are able
to design scenarios of economic or industry downturns and market-risk events (see par. 434 of the
Basel II document [1]). As for the third suggestion
of the Regulator, regarding liquidity conditions, we
could include factors representing the easiness of
the access to bank lending by the debtors, so that
the portfolio’s VaR can be tested also with this respect.
As far as the impact of those scenarios on the
three basic credit risk parameters, i.e.: PDs, LGDs
and EADs, we have some limitations here. More
specifically, the way the framework presented above
is built, links the PD’s to risk factors via the asset
returns equation (2). This means that we can devise
Type-II scenarios and then assess their impact on
the PDs and hence on the VaR of the portfolio, as
hinted at par. 435 of the Basel document [1]. Actually, since the model we are using is fully internally
consistent, we do not need to separately gauge the
scenarios’ effects on the PDs and then compute the
VaR with their new values, since they are automatically changed according to the internal model’s
connections. The wording of par. 435 seems to
allude to the risk management practice to use external econometric models to evaluate how PDs (and
also LGDs and EADs) change with given levels of
4 Details

Variation on the Theme for Type-II
Stress Tests
We have mentioned that Type-II stress tests are tantamount to calculating a VaR conditioned at a given
value of a risk factor. The effects of conditioning is
twofold:
- The first impact of the conditioning one of the
risk factors at a given level is to decrease the
total volatility of the system, since the conditioned risk factor is no more a stochastic
variable. The conditioned var/covar matrix
will contain all zero entries in the row and the
column corresponding to this factor.
- The second effect is due to the level of the
risk factor, which will generate a new vector
of conditioned mean of risk factors (the entry referring to the conditioned factor will be
set to its stressed value). Now, depending on
the effect of each risk factor on the PD of the
obligor, we may expect a rise or a decline of
the latter.
This has some implications: if we condition a
risk factor and set its value to a level equal or next

on how to compute the VaR are in [3] and in [4].
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to its mean, we can expect a reduction of the VaR,
the grater of the variance of the factor is relevant.
So, as an example, if we want to check which is the
change in the credit VaR for a moderate decline of
the GDP, we may come up with a conditioned (not
so) stressed VaR lower than the starting unconditioned value.

culated with the unconditioned var/covar matrix,
but with a conditioned mean vector. Thus, one is
this case considering how a risk factor affects on
average on th entire system, without removing any
stochasticity from it, so that the original total variance is preserved. We name this variation of Type-II
stress test Conditioned Mean Only.
The second choice is to keep all other factors
unchanged and recompute the VaR simply with the
new level of the mean for the risk factor. In this
case we are actually computing a Type-I stress test,
since we are simply measuring the impact on the
VaR of the change of an input parameter. With an
abuse of terminology, we name this type of stress
Unconditioned Mean, although we are not actually
conditioning on any variable, as mentioned above,
and “unconditioned” refers to the fact that we use
original mean value, except the one change.
It is worth mentioning that for both kinds of
variations of the Type-II test, when one sets the
risk factor level at the original mean level, then the
conditioned (to be meant loosely in the Unconditioned Mean test) PD is exactly equal to the original
unconditioned one. As a consequence also the Conditioned Mean Only and the Unconditioned Mean
VaR will be equal to the unconditioned Var in this
case, thus restoring an easy and intuitive reading
of the outcome. the Conditional VaR, on the contrary, will be smaller when setting one or more risk
factors at their mean values.

As an extreme example, if we set all risk factors to a level equal to the their means, the total
variance of the system will be determined only by
the idiosyncratic risk of the obligor, and we may
fairly assume that the credit VaR will be massively
smaller than the staring unconditioned value (assuming that the idiosyncratic risk of the obligor is
residual with respect to the sytematic risk).
One may not fully like this result and this may
be also not jut a matter of tastes, but it can be justified on some reasonable arguments. Besides it
can be a counterintuitive for the top management
receiving results of stressed VaR that can be lower
than the unstressed ones, even when setting one
or more risk factors at worst (under a risk perspective) levels. Top management is very likely not so
familiar with methodological issues, and it could
be difficult explaining the difference between unconditioned and conditioned measures and hence
the reason for apparently puzzling outcomes. It
could be useful to operate stress tests in such a way
that the VaR is always higher than the staring level
when setting a risk factor at a worst level (e.g.: a
lower level for the GDP or higher for interest rates).
Clearly, the opposite is also true for better levels of
the risk factors.

EXAMPLE 1 We now present an example on how
to compute the conditional variance/covariance
e I and a conditional PD pM . We asmatrix Σ
i
sume we are working in the following setting:

Besides these issues related to the intuitive outcome of the stress tests, actually one may be interested in computing a stressed VaR assuming that
one of the risk factors is set at a given level, but it
does not loose its stochastic nature. Alternatively
said, one is changing the mean of the risk factor
by setting it at a different value, but they are not
implying that the factor will be fixed at that level: it
will keep on being a stochastic risk factors, whose
outcomes at the end of the reference period will be
centered around a different mean.

1. There are five macroeconomic factors: the
gross domestic product (GDP), the exchange
rate (FX, can be the effective one, or the most
important for the economy), and the interest
rate (I, can be an average or a medium/long
term rate), the wages (W) and the stock
market index (S). The average and the
variance of the yearly percent changes (not
levels!) of each factor is:

This reasoning leads to the conclusion that such
a stressed VaR should be computed by taking into
calculation the original unconditional var/covar
matrix of the risk factors, instead of the conditional
one as above. On the other hand, one can follow
two different routes on what the effect of the change
of the mean of the stressed factor will be on the
mean of other factors.

STOCK
GDP
INT_RATE
WAGE
EXCH_RATE

σM
20%
2%
15%
3%
10%

The unconditional correlation matrix is
reported in Table 1 and it originates the
unconditional variance/covariance matrix in
Table 2.

The first choice is to consistently change the
means of all other factors, by setting them to their
conditioned values, so that the stressed VaR is calSpring 2014

µM
3.00%
1.50%
0.00%
2.00%
0.00%
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Correlation
STOCK
GDP
INT_RATE
WAGE
EXCH_RATE

STOCK
100.0%
42.8%
63.5%
-13.5%
2.7%

GDP
42.8%
100.0%
67.3%
-46.7%
-18.1%

INT_RATE
63.5%
67.3%
100.0%
3.1%
2.8%

WAGE
-13.5%
-46.7%
3.1%
100.0%
29.7%

EXCH_RATE
2.7%
-18.1%
2.8%
29.7%
100.0%

TABLE 1: Unconditional correlation matrix related to the average and the variance of yearly percent changes of the five macroeconomic factors outlined in point 1.
Variance/Covariance
STOCK
GDP
INT_RATE
WAGE
EXCH_RATE

STOCK
4.000%
0.171%
1.906%
-0.081%
0.054%

GDP
0.171%
0.040%
0.202%
-0.028%
-0.036%

INT_RATE
1.906%
0.202%
2.250%
0.014%
0.042%

WAGE
-0.081%
-0.028%
0.014%
0.090%
0.089%

EXCH_RATE
0.054%
-0.036%
0.042%
0.089%
1.000%

TABLE 2: Unconditional variance/covariance matrix directly derived from Table 1.

η
Sectors
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

STOCK
33.44%
81.42%
79.25%
70.51%
81.58%
57.41%
90.08%
38.01%
75.65%
73.30%
74.96%

GDP
0.00%
0.00%
28.81%
0.00%
10.64%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
1.22%

INT_RATE
-18.71%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
-17.63%
0.00%
-21.64%
-22.87%
0.00%
-5.07%

WAGE
-23.60%
0.00%
-12.50%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
-4.01%

EXCH_RATE
25.14%
0.00%
0.00%
14.61%
0.00%
20.52%
0.00%
0.00%
14.31%
0.00%
6.38%

TABLE 3: Weights of the four sectors a, b, c and d with respect to the macroeconomic factors η and the idiosyncratic risk ε

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
1.34%
2.94%
2.20%
2.31%
2.46%
2.30%
3.58%
1.17%
2.66%
2.17%
2.98%

2
2.94%
6.62%
5.33%
5.33%
5.80%
5.05%
7.89%
2.73%
6.02%
5.14%
6.56%

3
2.20%
5.33%
5.04%
4.55%
5.21%
3.79%
5.99%
2.38%
4.88%
4.66%
4.98%

4
2.31%
5.33%
4.55%
4.38%
4.86%
3.97%
6.22%
2.26%
4.86%
4.32%
5.17%

Variance/Covariance
5
6
7
2.46%
2.30%
3.58%
5.80%
5.05%
7.89%
5.21%
3.79%
5.99%
4.86%
3.97%
6.22%
5.48%
4.23%
6.66%
4.23%
3.96%
6.16%
6.66%
6.16%
9.58%
2.53%
2.01%
3.16%
5.31%
4.58%
7.16%
4.89%
3.73%
5.88%
5.53%
5.12%
7.97%

8
1.17%
2.73%
2.38%
2.26%
2.53%
2.01%
3.16%
1.17%
2.49%
2.25%
2.63%

9
2.66%
6.02%
4.88%
4.86%
5.31%
4.58%
7.16%
2.49%
5.47%
4.70%
5.95%

10
2.17%
5.14%
4.66%
4.32%
4.89%
3.73%
5.88%
2.25%
4.70%
4.36%
4.89%

11
2.98%
6.56%
4.98%
5.17%
5.53%
5.12%
7.97%
2.63%
5.95%
4.89%
6.63%

TABLE 4: Unconditional variance/covariance matrix directly derived from Table 3.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
100.00%
98.55%
84.64%
95.18%
90.62%
99.92%
99.85%
93.22%
98.23%
89.65%
99.88%

2
98.55%
100.00%
92.24%
98.96%
96.38%
98.68%
99.08%
97.89%
99.97%
95.76%
99.06%

3
84.64%
92.24%
100.00%
96.81%
99.19%
84.77%
86.19%
98.09%
92.96%
99.44%
86.12%

4
95.18%
98.96%
96.81%
100.00%
99.21%
95.34%
96.12%
99.78%
99.22%
98.90%
96.08%

5
90.62%
96.38%
99.19%
99.21%
100.00%
90.79%
91.90%
99.74%
96.87%
99.97%
91.84%

Correlation
6
7
99.92%
99.85%
98.68%
99.08%
84.77%
86.19%
95.34%
96.12%
90.79%
91.90%
100.00%
99.95%
99.95%
100.00%
93.34%
94.26%
98.35%
98.79%
89.83%
90.99%
99.96%
100.00%

8
93.22%
97.89%
98.09%
99.78%
99.74%
93.34%
94.26%
100.00%
98.29%
99.58%
94.21%

9
98.23%
99.97%
92.96%
99.22%
96.87%
98.35%
98.79%
98.29%
100.00%
96.30%
98.77%

10
89.65%
95.76%
99.44%
98.90%
99.97%
89.83%
90.99%
99.58%
96.30%
100.00%
90.93%

11
99.88%
99.06%
86.12%
96.08%
91.84%
99.96%
100.00%
94.21%
98.77%
90.93%
100.00%

TABLE 5: Unconditional correlation matrix directly derived from Table 3.
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Variance/Covariance
STOCK
GDP
INT_RATE
WAGE
EXCH_RATE

STOCK
6.38%
0.00%
0.16%
0.04%
0.02%

GDP
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

INT_RATE
0.16%
0.00%
0.02%
0.01%
0.00%

WAGE
0.04%
0.00%
0.01%
0.03%
0.00%

EXCH_RATE
0.02%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%
0.00%

TABLE 6: Conditional variance/covariance matrix Cov( Mi , M j |M).

GDP, the conditional PD is lower than the unconditional one. We plot also the other two variations
of Type-II stress test. The Conditional VaR and
the Conditioned Mean Only are very similar, although one may note how the effect of the lower
total volatility of the PD’s curve of the Conditional
VaR, which produces a slightly lower curve. It
should be expected for Conditioned VaR a generally
smaller value than a corresponding Conditioned
Mean Only VaR. A more striking difference will
be observed when computing the Unconditioned
Mean VaR: the PDs for different levels of the GDP
are quite similar, resulting in an almost straight
line when mapped in the graph. In this case the
VaR will be lower than the other two types for
GDP levels on the left-hand side with respect to
the starting value (1.50%), whereas it will be higher
when the GDP takes values on the right-hand side.
The relationship amongst the three kinds of TypeII stress tests strongly depends on the volatility of the risk factor set at a given value, the
correlation structure between risk factors, and
their starting mean levels. To see this in a more
clear fashion, assume we have the following mean
and standard deviations for the five risk factors:

2. The economy is composed of four sectors,
which we name a, b, c, d. Their weights with
respect to the macroeconomic factors η and
the idiosyncratic risk ε are displayed in Table
3. Then the unconditional
variance/covariance matrix can be easily
derived as well as the unconditional
correlation matrix (respectively shown on
Table 4 and Table 5).
3. There one obligor whose unconditional
probability of default in one year is PD = 1%,
and the correlation with the composite factor
is r = 0.2. Weights δ with respect to the
single sectors are all zero except the one with
respect to sectoe number 3, set equal to 100%
We first compute the conditional average
of the macroeconomic factors E( M |M):
STOCK
GDP
INT_RATE
WAGE
EXCH_RATE

E( M j |M)
-60.35%
-5.00%
-6.15%
8.56%
0.53%

Then we can compute the conditional variance/covariance matrix Cov( Mi , M j |M) (results
are shown in Table 6).
The GDP factor is
now no more a stochastic (risk) factor, as it
can be noticed from the fact that the line and
the column referring to it have all zero entries and correlation with other factors is nil.
Assume we want to measure the effect of setting the GDP equal to −5% at the end of the
one year period. It is straightforward to derive
now the conditional variance/covariance matrix
e I for the sectors (Table 7) and the conditional
Σ
k,h
correlation matrix (Table 8).The last one is the input for the analytical computation of the VaR in
the setting in [3] and in [4]: the model works in
the same way as in the unconditional case, provided we input, together with the sectoral conditional correlation matrix, also the conditional PD.
This turns out to be in this example PD = 3.27%.
In figure 1 we plot the conditional PD’s given
different levels of the GDP. The shape is downward sloping, as expected. For high value of the
Spring 2014

STOCK
GDP
INT_RATE
WAGE
EXCH_RATE

µM
-0.66%
1.68%
-0.54%
4.02%
-0.07%

σM
28%
1%
2%
2%
1%

In figure 2 we plot the PD curves for the three
different kinds of Type-II stress tests after setting
the STOCK risk factors to values ranging from
−20% to +20%. In this case the Conditioned
VaR is much lower than the other two typologies over the entire range of possibile STOCK’s
values, as a result of the PDs constantly smaller
than those obatined with the other stress tests.
It is also worth noticing that the Conditioned
Mean and Unconditioned Mean Type-II test this
time engender very similar PDs’ curves, while in
the previous example this was the case for the
Conditioned and Conditioned Mean Type-II tests.
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
1.18%
2.55%
1.80%
1.97%
2.06%
2.04%
3.15%
1.00%
2.31%
1.82%
2.62%

2
2.55%
5.67%
4.35%
4.51%
4.84%
4.40%
6.84%
2.31%
5.16%
4.29%
5.69%

3
1.80%
4.35%
4.04%
3.70%
4.22%
3.12%
4.91%
1.95%
4.00%
3.78%
4.08%

4
1.97%
4.51%
3.70%
3.67%
4.02%
3.41%
5.32%
1.90%
4.12%
3.58%
4.42%

Variance/Covariance
5
6
7
2.06%
2.04%
3.15%
4.84%
4.40%
6.84%
4.22%
3.12%
4.91%
4.02%
3.41%
5.32%
4.50%
3.57%
5.59%
3.57%
3.52%
5.44%
5.59%
5.44%
8.42%
2.10%
1.72%
2.69%
4.43%
3.99%
6.21%
4.02%
3.15%
4.93%
4.64%
4.52%
7.00%

8
1.00%
2.31%
1.95%
1.90%
2.10%
1.72%
2.69%
0.99%
2.11%
1.87%
2.24%

9
2.31%
5.16%
4.00%
4.12%
4.43%
3.99%
6.21%
2.11%
4.70%
3.93%
5.16%

10
1.82%
4.29%
3.78%
3.58%
4.02%
3.15%
4.93%
1.87%
3.93%
3.59%
4.10%

11
2.62%
5.69%
4.08%
4.42%
4.64%
4.52%
7.00%
2.24%
5.16%
4.10%
5.82%

e I for the sectors setting the GDP equal to −5% at the end of the one year
TABLE 7: Conditional variance/covariance matrix Σ
k,h
period.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

1
100.00%
98.41%
82.47%
94.63%
89.42%
99.91%
99.83%
92.33%
98.04%
88.27%
99.86%

2
98.41%
100.00%
90.95%
98.82%
95.82%
98.61%
99.01%
97.54%
99.97%
95.07%
98.98%

3
82.47%
90.95%
100.00%
96.25%
99.04%
82.81%
84.21%
97.84%
91.87%
99.36%
84.13%

4
94.63%
98.82%
96.25%
100.00%
99.07%
94.91%
95.68%
99.74%
99.13%
98.70%
95.63%

5
89.42%
95.82%
99.04%
99.07%
100.00%
89.75%
90.84%
99.74%
96.44%
99.97%
90.78%

Correlation
6
7
99.91%
99.83%
98.61%
99.01%
82.81%
84.21%
94.91%
95.68%
89.75%
90.84%
100.00%
99.96%
99.96%
100.00%
92.57%
93.49%
98.22%
98.65%
88.61%
89.76%
99.97%
100.00%

8
92.33%
97.54%
97.84%
99.74%
99.74%
92.57%
93.49%
100.00%
98.03%
99.53%
93.44%

9
98.04%
99.97%
91.87%
99.13%
96.44%
98.22%
98.65%
98.03%
100.00%
95.74%
98.63%

10
88.27%
95.07%
99.36%
98.70%
99.97%
88.61%
89.76%
99.53%
95.74%
100.00%
89.69%

11
99.86%
98.98%
84.13%
95.63%
90.78%
99.97%
100.00%
93.44%
98.63%
89.69%
100.00%

TABLE 8: Conditional correlation matrix directly derived from Table 7.
4.00%
3.50%
3.00%
2.50%
PD Con. Var.

2.00%
PD Cond.
Mean

1.50%

PD Unc. Mean

1.00%
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FIGURE 1: Conditional probability of default for different levels of the GDP risk factor and for different type of stress tests.
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FIGURE 2: Conditional probability of default for different levels of the STOCK risk factor and for different type of stress tests.
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Conclusions

Finally, we have proposed two variations of the
conditioned VaR that could prove useful when reporting stressed results to the top management, and
that could be also justified under a theoretical perspective when one slightly modifies the perspective
under which stress tests are considered.
One open issue left to future research is the correlation between the PDs and the LGDs. To cope
with this phenomenon, an extension of the basic
analytical framework to compute the credit VaR is
required. Within the model analysed above, one
could add to a Type-II test on one or more risk
factors, a Type-I test on the LGDs, thus producing
in a rather strained fashion a possible correlation
between LGDs and PDs. It should be stressed,
nonetheless, that this is an artificial correlation and
the stressed levels of the LGDs are not generated
by the model, which consistently with the starting assumptions, consider the LGDs as fixed input
parameters.

In this work we have classified stress tests according to their effect on the calculations of the stressed
VaR. More specificcaly, we came up with a distinction in Type-I and Type-II stress tests depending
on whether the resulting VaR is an unconditional
VaR, computed with different input parameters, or
a conditioned VaR, calculated by imposing a given
value to one of the risk factors.
Keeping this distinction in mind, most (but not
all) of the scenario stress tests, considered by the
current regulation are, of Type-II. The calculation of
the risk metric requires the derivation of new input
parameters, namely a conditional correlation matrix
for the risk factors and new conditioned PDs for the
obligors. The double effects of the conditioning due
to the change of both inputs, has been investigated.
One of the advantages of the approach is that
there is no need of a “satellite” model to infer the
new PDs, given the stressed value(s) of the risk
factor(s). They are determined within the model,
explicitly backing out which is the level implicitly
assumed when measuring the unconditional Var.
So the stressed risk metric is fully consistent with
the un-stressed measure and it just shows which is
the amount of unexpected losses considered for the
specific scenario by the unconditioned VaR, when
averaging (integrating) over the infinitum of possible scenarios.
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Stochastic Optimization for
the Pricing of Structured
Contracts in Energy Markets

Structured products are massively
present in energy markets, and sometimes constitute the pillar of sourcing
for a given commodity (like natural gas
in Europe). With these products, typically the buyer has at his/her disposal
multiple optionality rights, whose intertemporal exercise is nontrivial for
the typical presence of cumulated volume constraints. Edoli and Vargiolu
present a general framework for the pricing and the optimization of such structured products, with more details on the
case of swing and virtual storage contracts, and a sensitivity analysis of a
3-years swing contract on gas markets.

markets (the other one being forwards). In particular, in specific markets like the natural gas market
in Europe, swing contracts are the typical contract
used to physically buy that commodity, with an
estimated trade volume of about 90 billions Euros
per year, see [9]. Swing contracts in energy markets
are written on a specific kind of energy commodity
(the most common being electricity or natural gas),
and give the buyer some degrees of freedom about
the quantity of this commodity to buy for each
subperiod (usually with daily or monthly scale),
subject to cumulated volume constraints in the contract period. This flexibility is much welcomed
by contract buyers, as energy markets are influenced by many elements (peaks in consumption
related to sudden weather changes, breakdowns in
power plants, financial crises, etc.). However, the
evaluation of these contracts is non-trivial, as the
total volume constraints introduce an interdependence among the decisions taken at the different
times when the optionality can be exercised: in
fact, exercising the optionality at a given time could
compromise the exercise right at a future, possibly
more profitable, time. Apart from these standardized contracts, many other kinds of contracts are
present in the energy market (often negotiated overthe-counter), also these including an optionality
component by the buyer which can be exercised
at multiple times in an interdependent way like in
swing contracts.

Enrico EDOLI
Tiziano VARGIOLU
ince the start of the energy market deregulation and privatization in Europe and the
U.S., the study of energy markets became
a challenging topic both for the practical
effects of energy availability, as well as in terms
of the theoretical problems in pricing and hedging the contracts involved. In fact, typically these
contracts are more complex than the standard contracts present in financial markets (bonds, stocks,
options), as they usually incorporate optionality
features which can be exercised by the buyer at
multiple times.
A notable example of this are swing, or takeor-pay, contracts, which are one of the main types
of structured product which are traded in energy

S
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The pricing problem of these products in discrete time has a consolidated tradition (see e.g.
[1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 9, 10, 12, 14, 18]). Typically, the
price of a structured contract is defined as the value
function of some maximization problem, reducing
the pricing issue to numerically solving a suitable
Bellman equation in discrete time. This approach
relies on the fact that the contract value is obtained
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by maximising, over all the strategies that can be
used by the buyer, the expected value of the sum
of the intermediate payoffs and of the final payoff
under a suitable “pricing” measure, which usually
is interpreted as being a risk-neutral measure for
more liquid traded contracts (usually forwards). As
energy markets are extremely volatile, contracts optimization and hedging must be performed dynamically through time in order to protect the contract’s
value or at least contain potential financial losses.
However, the optimization/valuation problem of
structured product is not a trivial problem per se, as
sub-period decisions typically impact the possibility of exercising future optionalities due to possible
constraints, the most typical kind being constraints
on the volume of the commodity already bought.
The article is organized as follows. In the first
part we outline the general framework of a structured product in energy markets. In particular, we
frame the class of admissible controls when taking into account constraints on cumulated volume,
and we present a general pricing procedure for a
structured product of the kind described above. Final paragraphs of this first part present with more
details the two notable examples of swings and
virtual storage contracts and a general result on
the pricing of such products. Then we present possible extensions of the general framework of the
first part in some directions which are significant
for structured products, namely further possible
constraints on cumulated volume or additional contractual clauses in the product. Before concluding
we present an example of a sensitivity analysis for
a 3-years gas swing contract, in order to outline
the key drivers for optimization and value protection given the current gas market scenario: for this
analysis, we calibrate two mean-reverting trinomial
models to market data. Concluding remarks at the
end of the article.

in detail, typically the buyer chooses, for each subperiod [t j,i , t j,i+1 ), i = 0, . . . , N − 1, the marginal
quantity of commodity u j,i that (s)he buys or sells,
such that
∀i = 0, . . . , ( N − 1),

u 6 u j,i 6 u

∀ j = 1, . . . , D (1)

where u 6 0 < ū are contractually specified quantities, which can depend on physical constraints
(typically, the minimum or maximum admissible
flows on a energy line) or by economic equilibrium
between the buyer’s needs and the seller’s commodity availability. Usually this is not the only
contractual clause, as an important part is played
by the cumulated annual commodity bought by the
buyer: denote by z j,i the cumulated quantity at time
t j,i , in particular setting
i

z j,i+1 =

∑ u j,k = z j,i + u j,i

k =0

∀i ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1} (2)

The quantity z j,N is thus the cumulated energy
bought in year j, and usually structured products
contain constraints of the kind z j,N ∈ [m, M], where
0 6 m < M. This is due to the fact that the seller,
while giving a potential maximum M of energy at
the end of each year, wants to be guaranteed that
the minimum quantity of energy m will be bought.
Also, a positive m lowers significantly the initial
price of a structured contract, as we will see in the
sensitivity analysis presented hereinafter. In fact,
the greater the interval [m, M], the more flexible
(and costly) is the contract, while usually the buyer
needs some flexibility but not too much, as typically
(s)he has to satisfy a given demand.
The difference between the maximum gas that
the holder could physically take and his contract
right is thus given by
M := N · u − M

(3)

while the difference between the minimum gas that
the holder must take by contract and the minimum
which he could physically take is given by

The general framework of a structured
product in energy markets

M := m − u · N

As already said in the Introduction, structured products in energy markets give to the buyer optionality
features which can be exercised at multiple times.
The typical situation is that the product has a time
span of D years, and in each of these D years the
buyer has a set of dates

(4)

Often we have non-trivial volume constraints, in
the sense that
M > 0,

M>0

(5)

Thus, in the light of the discussion above, without
any additional clauses and with non-trivial constraints we have

0 = T0 = t1,0 < t1,2 < . . . < t1,N =

= T1 = t2,0 < t2,1 < t j,i < . . . < t j,N =

N · u < m 6 z j,N 6 M < N · u

= Tj = t j+1,0 < . . . < t D,N = TD

∀ j = 1, . . . , D

Penalty payments can be imposed if the volume
constraints are exceeded in order to stimulate the
buyer to respect the volumetric limits imposed (see

where (s)he can buy or sell the underlying commodity in agreement with contractual obligations. More
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z

N · MDQ

z



zj,i ∈ max{mDQ(tj,i − tj,0 ), MDQ(tj,i − tj,N ) + z},

z

min{MDQ(tj,i − tj,0 ), mDQ(tj,i − tj,N ) + z}

z + MDQ



N · mDQ

Tj−1

tj,1

z

z + mDQ

tj,i

tj,i+1

τ1

τ2

tj,N = Tj = tj+1,0

t

FIGURE 1: Typical admissible area for one year in a swing contract. Here 0 6 u < u and z < z, leaving some optionality for the
total intake z j,N .

and

for example [3]), but in this paper we do not take
into account these penalties, and instead assume
that the buyer is forced to respect strictly these constraints. This can be theoretically viewed as a limit
case of penalty payments going to infinity, as in
[1, 4], but for a practical efficient implementation it
deserves a separate treatment.

N·u 6 z 6 z 6 N·u

The problem of determining the set A j,i is nontrivial when Eq. (5) holds, which translates to the
condition
N·u < z 6 z < N·u

(otherwise we can always reach the values in
[ N · u, N · u]). In this non trivial case, we are not
allowed to take u j,i = u for all i = 0, . . . , N − 1:
in fact, there exists a time τ1 such that, if we have
always taken this minimum for t 6 τ1 , then for
t > τ1 we have to switch to u j,i = u in order to
reach z. This point τ1 is the common point between

+ z,
the two
lines
z
=
u
(
t
−
t
)
and
z
=
u
t
−
t
j,0
j,N


∀t ∈ t j,0 , t j,N . A simple calculation leads to

Framing the admissible controls
The difference between products with trivial and
non-trivial volume constraints is extremely important in the pricing and hedging of the product itself. In fact, with non-trivial volume constraints
the holder must take into account, at time t j,i , not
only the quantity u j,i which would be optimal for
that period, but also the effects of this quantity
on the future decisions that he will subsequently
be allowed to take. This suggests modeling the
so-called space of controls, i.e. the set where u j,i is
allowed to take values, in the following way. For
a given year j = 1, . . . , D, assume that we have a
final constraint z j,N ∈ [z, z] for some 0 6 z < z.
([z, z] = [m, M] in the simplest situation described
above; an example of a modification of this could
be a gas swing contract with make-up or carryforward clauses). Then, for a given
time t j,i , the

space of controls A t j,i , z j,i , [z, z] will in general
depend on the time t j,i , the cumulated quantity z j,i
and the interval [z, z].
By the constraints (1) and construction of z j,i ,
at time t j,i we can restrict our attention to the case
when z j,i satisfies the constraints
u · i 6 z j,i − z j,0 6 u · i
Spring 2014

z j,i > rmin (t j,i , z) =
n 

o
 
= max u t j,i − t j,0 , u t j,i − t j,N + z

Similarly, we are not allowed to take always
u j,i = u either: in fact, there exists a time τ2 such
that, if we have always taken this maximum for
t 6 τ2 , then for t > τ2 we have to switch to u j,i = u
in order to reach, and not exceed, z. The boundary
for z j,i in this case is
z j,i 6 rmax (t j,i , z) =
n 
 

o
= min u t j,i − t j,0 , u t j,i − t j,N + z

Figure 1 shows an example of the admissible area for a swing contract, where 0 6 u, i.e.
the marginal energy intake must always be nonnegative, and z j,0 = 0, i.e. the cumulated withdrawal at the beginning of year j is null.

∀i = 0, . . . , N
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where the set A of admissible controls is defined by

In conclusion, the correct form of the space of
controls A(t j,i , z, [z, z]) at time t j,i , given the constraint z j,N ∈ [z, z] and the cumulated quantity
z j,i = z, is given by

n
A := (u j,i ) j,i adapted to ( Pj,i , Ij,i ) j,i
and s.t. u j,i ∈ A(t j,i , z j,i , [m, M])

A(t j,i , z, [z, z]) :=
n
o
= u j,i ∈ [u, u] | z + u j,i ∈ [rmin (t j,i+1 , z), rmax (t j,i+1 , z)]

and r > 0 is a risk-free annual interest rate used for
discounting. The second equality in Equation (7)
expresses the fact that these structured products in
many simple cases can be evaluated by splitting the
computation year by year, and usually follows from
consideration on the variable z j,0 for all j = 1, . . . , D:
this will be better seen in the two examples.
It is a standard result (see e.g. [1, 3, 14]), and it
will also follow as a particular case of our results in
the paragraph related to virtual storage contracts,
that this maximisation problem can be solved by
the use of the Dynamic Programming: for each year
j = 1, . . . , D, define the deterministic functions

(6)

which appears implicitly in [1, Equation 7] and is
also a discretized version of the one in [5].
A general pricing procedure
The typical structured product in energy markets
has an intertemporal payoff
L(t j,i , u j,i , z j,i , Pj,i , Ij,i )
which at each time t j,i depends on the marginal position u j,i , the cumulated position z j,i , the spot price
of the underlying energy Pj,i and possibly on an
index price Ij,i , and a possible final payoff (penalty
if negative)
Ψ(z j,N , Pj,N , Ij,N )

Vj ( N, p, ι, z) := e−rt j,N Ψ(z, p, ι),
Vj (i, p, ι, z) :=

N −1

D

∑

u∈A j=1

+e

−rt j,N

Ψ(z j,N , Pj,N , Ij,N )

D

=

"

N −1

∑ sup E ∑

j=1 u∈A

D

V (0, p1,0 , ι1,0 , z1,0 ) = E

+e

−rt j,N

Ψ(z j,N , Pj,N , Ij,N )

∑ Vj (0, Pj,0 , Ij,0 , z j,0 )

j =1

We now present two notable examples of structured
products in energy markets.
Swing contracts
Swing rights are typical options embedded in physical gas and electricity delivery contracts. The holder
of this contract has the possibility to buy, at each
contractually settled moment t j,i (with the notations
of the previous section), a maximum quantity of
energy u at the price Ij,i , which is contractually
specified. This could be either a fixed quantity K
(typical in short contracts, for example with D = 1
or 2 years) or an index which has a possibly random
evolution (typical when D > 5): this is the case for
example in gas swing contracts, where the index
I is formed from a basket of crude and refined oil
products.
With this contract at hand, at each time t j,i the
buyer has the option to buy a quantity of energy

#

e−rt j,i L(t j,i , u j,i , z j,i , Pj,i , Ij,i )

i =0

(8)

where
indicates the expectation conditional to
Pj,i = p and Ij,i = ι (recall that, as these are Markov
processes, these values are a sufficient statistics for
the whole information up to subperiod i of year
j). Then the original problem in Equation (7) is
reduced to calculating
"
#

e−rt j,i L(t j,i , u j,i , z j,i , Pj,i , Ij,i )

i =0

∀i < N

p,ι
Ej,i

I < + ∞, where F P , F I represent
E[e−rt j,i Ij,i ] = Fj,i
j,i
j,i
the forward prices of P and of I, respectively, for
the delivery time t j,i .
The objective of the contract holder is to maximize the discounted global margin of the contract,
i.e., (s)he wants to calculate the value of

= sup ∑ E

u∈A(t j,i ,z,[m,M])

h
p,ι
Ej,i e−rt j,i L(t j,i , u, z, p, ι)

+ Vj (i + 1, Pj,i+1 , Ij,i+1 , z + u)

depending on the cumulated quantity z j,N and final prices of the spot and of the index, at the end
of each year j = 1, . . . , D. While the dynamics
of u j,i and z j,i have been taken care of in the previous section, we now describe those of Pj,i and
Ij,i . In particular, we make the simplifying assumption that ( Pj,i , Ij,i ) j=1,...,D,i=0,...,N , evolve as a
two-dimensional Markov process, with the timeconsistency assumption ( Pj,N , Ij,N ) = ( Pj+1,0 , Ij+1,0 )
for each year j (i.e. the closing prices for one
year must be the opening prices for the next year),
under a pricing measure P, which is used in all
the mathematical expectations that follow. We
P < + ∞ and
also assume that E[e−rt j,i Pj,i ] = Fj,i

V (0, p1,0 , ι1,0 , z1,0 ) :=
"

max

(7)

#
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u j,i ∈ [u, u] at the price Ij,i and to sell it immediately in the spot market at a price that we denote Pj,i .
Of course, if the contract lasts for more than one
year, price consistency dictates that ( Pj,N , Ij,N ) =
( Pj+1,0 , Ij+1,0 ) for each year j = 1, . . . , D − 1, i.e. the
closing prices for one year must be the opening
prices for the next year. The marginal P& L (profit
and loss) of the buyer is thus
L(t j,i , u j,i , z j,i , Pj,i , Ij,i ) := u j,i Pj,i − Ij,i

storage, where
p
u(z j,i ) := −K1 z j,i ,
s
1
u(z j,i ) := K2
+ K3
z j,i + Zb

with Zb , K1 , K2 , K3 are suitable constants due to the
physics of gases (see [18]).
The marginal P& L (profit and loss) of the buyer
is now



L(t j,i , u j,i , z j,i , Pj,i , Ij,i ) := −(u j,i − a(u j,i , z j,i )) Pj,i
(9)
where a is the cost in fuel units to be paid for the
physical pumping or withdrawing from the storage.
For example, in the case of a gas storage with no
leaks one has [18]

0
for u 6 0,
a(u, z) :=
(10)
au for u > 0,

The contract can have the yearly constraints m 6
z j,N 6 M specified in two alternative ways. The
first one is to interpret m 6 z j,N 6 M as a strict constraint as seen in the previous section (see [4, 5, 9]
for examples). The second one is in terms of a
penalty function Ψ which is null for m 6 z j,N 6 M
and negative otherwise (see [1, 3, 4, 14] for examples), and in this case one has trivial constraints in
the sense of Equation (5) not being satisfied at all,
i.e. M = M = 0.
The objective of the contract holder is to maximize the discounted global margin of the contract,
i.e., (s)he wants to calculate the value defined by
Equation (7). The second equality in Equation (7)
here follows from the fact that z j,0 = 0 for all
j = 1, . . . , D, so the swing contract can be valued
independently year by year.

The objective of the contract holder is again to maximize the discounted global margin of the contract,
i.e., (s)he wants to calculate the value defined by
Equation (7), where the set of admissible controls
in Equation (6) now has to be modified as
n
A(t j,i , z, [z, z]) := u j,i ∈ [u, u] | z

The second equality in Equation (7) now holds
with the understanding that z j,0 = z j−1,N for all
j = 1, . . . , D, i.e. the fuel owned at the beginning of
each year is exactly that of the end of the previous
year.

Virtual storage contracts
Virtual storage contracts emulate the financial position of a firm holding a storage of some kind of
energy (usually a gas cave or a system of hydroelectrical reservoirs at the current technological level,
while electrochemical storages are actively being
experimented). The holder of this contract has the
possibility to buy or sell, at each contractually settled moment t j,i (with the notations of the previous
section), a quantity of energy u j,i ∈ [u, u] at the spot
price Pj,i , where now u < 0 < u and a negative sign
would mean a selling. The energy bought or sold
is stored (virtually) with a fixed maximum capacity
M > 0, and the constraint on the current cumulated
quantity z j,i is now that z j,i 6 M for all times t j,i .
Again, a minimum quantity m > 0 can be defined
in the contract to be held at the end of each year, for
example to be sure that the fuel escorts for the winter are held (contracts often use the thermal year,
which starts on October, 1 and end on September,
30).
However, there is one important difference here
with respect to the general framework, i.e., the
quantities u and u can possibly depend on the cumulated quantity z j,i . A notable example is a gas
Spring 2014

(11)

+ u j,i ∈ [rmin (t j,i+1 , z), rmax (t j,i+1 , z)] ∩ [m, M]

The fair pricing of structured products
We now present a general result which allows to
compute in an efficient numerical way the price of
the general structured product, given by Equation
(7).
Theorem 2. a
1. The deterministic functions Vj (·, ·, ·, ·), defined
by the dynamic programming equations (7) and
(8) are such that V1 (0, P1,0 , I1,0 , z1,0 ) coincides
with the value of the structured product in Equation (7).
2. There exists an optimal Markovian consumption
u∗j,i = u(t j,i , Pj,i , Ij,i , z j,i ), where u(·, ·, ·, ·) is
given by the maximum argument in the dynamic
programming equation (8).
3. If L is piecewise affine in u, then there exists
an optimal Markovian consumption u∗j,i , which
takes values in a finite set {u1∗ , . . . , u∗N } (possibly depending on current time t j,i and states
z j,i , Pj,i , Ij,i ) for a suitable N.
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Proof. We proceed in analogy with [3] and [2].

quarterly constraints). This can be accomodated by
using the definition of A(t j,i , z, [z, z]) in Equation
(6) in a suitable way as done before, and possibly by
performing the pricing procedure in Equations (7)–
(8) in three or more layers instead of the two (year,
subperiod) presented before. We do not give specific examples, as it would be too long and would
deviate us from our general scope.

1. As 0 6 t j,i 6 T, 0 6 z 6 N · u, M 6 D · M
P < + ∞, E[ I ] = F I < + ∞,
and E[ Pj,i ] = Fj,i
j,i
j,i
then the assumptions (F+ , F− ) in [6, Proposition 8.5] are satistied, so the argument follows.
2. The right-hand side of Equation (8) is continuous in u and A(t j,i , z, [z, z]) is a compact
set contained in [u, u], thus the maximum is
attained for u ∈ A(t j,i , z, [z, z]) again by applying [6, Proposition 8.5].

Additional clauses in the product
Real products can present additional clauses, due
to particular needs of the buyer or of the seller. Well
known examples are make-up or carry-forward
clauses in the case of swing options, which were
common (and possibly added to existing contracts)
just after the "great Recession" of 2007–2009, due
to sudden changes of energy demand of various
economic sectors in those years. These additional
clauses are usually taken care of by adding state
variables to the pricing algorithm.

3. As in [2], it can be proved that the functions
Vj (i, ·, ·, ·), j = 1, . . . , D, i = 0, . . . , N − 1 are
continuous and concave on z and piecewise
affine on the intervals
[k · u + (i − k) · u, (k + 1) · u + (i − k − 1) · u],

k = 1, . . . , i.

(12)

If also L is piecewise affine, then the function
to be maximised in Equation (8) is piecewise
affine on u, so its maximizer belongs to a finite set, as the conclusion states.

EXAMPLE 1
Make-up clauses.
There are several possible specifications of make-up
clauses, but the common concept is that the buyer
is allowed to buy less energy than the contractual
minimum m at one or several years without incurring in penalties, to the condition that this energy
is bought back in subsequent years, before or at
the final year D. The concepts of "less energy" and
"buy back" can be specified in different contractual forms, see [9, 16] for the most common ones.
For the correct pricing of the make-up clause, it
is sufficient to add a state variable corresponding
to the yearly energy debt, i.e. the energy which
the buyer has been able to not buy for effect of
the make-up clause, with the constraint that this
additional variable must be zero at the end of year
D, see [9, 12] for two efficient implementations.

Remark 1. Part 3. of the theorem above is essentially a
consequence of the piecewise affine structure of the payoff function L. A notable particular case is met with
swing options, where the optimal quantity u j,i can be
safely chosen to be either the maximum (u) or the minimum (u) admissible for that substep, see [2, 3, 9] for
further details in various cases. Another notable example is the virtual storage contract where, with the specification of Equations (9–10), the optimal quantity u j,i
can be safely chosen to be zero, the maximum (u) or the
minimum (u), due to the same argument already present
in [18].

Extensions of the model
This part is devoted to show some possible extensions of the algorithm proposed so far in two directions. The first one is towards further possible constraints on cumulated volume z, while the second
is the possible presence of additional clauses in the
structured product. These extensions are desirable,
as each structured product is usually tailor-made
between the buyer and the seller, so that it usually
deviates in one or more features from the general
structure seen above.

EXAMPLE 2
Carry-forward clauses.
In general, carry-forward rights gives the contract
holder the possibility to reduce m in one year if
in at least one of the previous d years the total
energy taken was above m, while the maximum
quantity which can be taken every year remains M.
Again, for the correct pricing of carry-forward
rights it is sufficient to add d state variables
to the model, each one corresponding to "energy credit" of the previous d years, i.e. the
exceedence of m in each of the previous years.
See [9, 12] for two efficient implementations.

Further constraints on cumulated volume
It is possible that, besides the yearly constraints on
z j,N , j = 1, . . . , D, that we analyzed so far, the product presents also some subperiod constraints, i.e.
on z j,i , j = 1, . . . , D, for some i < N (for example,
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Parameter
ACQ(= M)
mAQ(= m)
MDQ(= u)

Value
=
=
=

mDQ(= u)

=

r

=

Parameter

7.00 · 10

6

1.00 · 10

6

3.00 · 10

6

2.00 · 10

5

0.05

Value

P

=

0.6

P

=

2.95

I

=

0.1

I

=

19.04

ρ

=

0.2

σ
a

σ
a

TABLE 1: Values of the parameters used for the analysis (when not variable).

Sensitivity analysis of a three years
swing contract

(mAQ) and annual contract quantity (ACQ).
The resulting trinomial trees for the spot price
P and index price I are given in Figure 2. This tree
structure, together with the bang-bang feature of
the optimal control described in Remark 1, has the
important consequence that the pricing and optimization procedure is carried out in polynomial
time with respect to the number N of subperiods,
see e.g. [1, 2, 3, 9] or [11, Chapter 20].
We here present two analyses: the first one is
done with respect to the volatility level σ P of gas
price and to the MDQ contract parameter, while
the second one is done with respect to the mAQ
contract parameter.
The choice of these analyses has been made in
order to assess the magnitude order of the sensitivities of the contract with respect to some relevant
parameter, in particular of those which we believe
to be more impactive on the value of the swing contract. The volatility σ P is representative of market
uncertainty: in fact, σ P is often much greater than
σ I , since the index I is calculated as a time average
of a basket. Thus, changes in σ P are likely to influence the price more than those in σ I . The choice of
MDQ and mAQ is explained by the fact that these
quantities are strictly linked with the flexibility that
the buyer has. In fact, the bigger MDQ is, the less
times the buyer has to buy the maximum quantity
in order to be sure to meet the contractual lower
obligation mAQ. Conversely, the bigger mAQ is, the
less optionality the buyer has, up to the limit case
when mAQ = ACQ: in this case the buyer has to
buy exactly ACQ in each one of the three years, and
retains only the optionality of how to allocate this
total quantity within the subperiods.
We have instead decided not to move ACQ and
mDQ. In fact, these analysis would have been useless by virtue of the canonical decomposition of
swing contracts in [1], which states that a swing
contract with mDQ > 0 can be decomposed as the
sum of a swap contract with base volume mDQ plus
a normalized swing contract with ACQ = 1 times a

As an example of efficient implementation of the
numerical procedure above, we now present an
example of a three years gas swing contract.
A swing contract is a derivative product whose
value depends on two main classes of factor, namely
market and volumetric. As previously explained in
this paper, this kind of derivative shows an optionality value linked to the market price dynamics of
the underlying commodity (exercise or not). After
having explained how to price a general structured
product and how to determine the optimal exercise
policy, it is now interesting to use the algorithm in
order to explore and map the value of this particular
contract with respect to some peculiar contractual
parameters and to market factors.
More in detail, we specify a trinomial dynamics
for both the price P and the index I which approximate a geometric mean-reverting OrnsteinUhlenbeck process. In doing this, we assume that
the log-prices X j,i := log Pj,i and Yj,i := log Ij,i follow the discretized version of the mean-reverting
dynamics


dXt = θtP − a P Xt dt + σ P dWtP ,


dYt = θtI − a I Yt dt + σ I dWtI ,

where WtP and WtI are two Brownian motions with
mutual correlation ρ: these processes are particular
cases of the model in [17] and are rather standard
models for energy prices (see for example [13, Chapter 23.3]). We calibrate this model following [7],
using historical data on TTF prices for the gas price
P and the ENIGR07 formula5 for the index price
I. When not variable, the parameters used in this
section are the ones in Table 1: as a folklore note,
in this section we use contractual names commonly
used for u, u, m and M in swing contracts, which
are respectively minimum and maximum delivery
quantity (mDQ, MDQ), minimum annual quantity

5 The ENIGR07 (ENI Gas Release 2007) index is a 9-month time average of a basket of three oil-related indexes, computed as in [12,
Equation (1)]
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Example of gas spot and index price evolution trees
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FIGURE 2: Scenarios for the term structure of gas and index prices.
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FIGURE 4: Sensitivity with respect to mAQ. Here we make mAQ vary from 1 to 7 × 106 , the latter value being equal to ACQ. In
this latter case, the buyer is bound to buy exactly ACQ and keeps the optionality of how to allocate this total quantity within the
subperiods.

to mAQ, for all the different choices of MDQ. Notice
that, with mAQ > 4 · 106 (and ACQ = 7 · 106 ), as
before the value of the swing contract becomes negative for some choices of MDQ, as it could force to
buy gas at market condition which would possibly
be negative.

suitable quantity.
First Analysis. The first analysis studies how the
contract value depends on the volatility level σ P
and on the MDQ contract parameter.
We expect the swing contract value to be increasing in σ P , with a higher dependence when there is
few flexibility, the latter obtained by means of small
values of u. Figure 3 shows exactly these qualitative intuitions. The contract value is increasing
with respect to σ P also for high values of MDQ, i.e.
for high flexibility. We must however notice that
the dependence on MDQ is more severe than the
dependence on σ P : as already said, in these contracts flexibility has a price. Notice also that, with
MDQ = 6.36 · 105 , i.e. MDQ = ACQ/11, the value of
the swing contract becomes negative for low values
of σ P , as the contract begins to be an obligation to
buy gas also at possibly negative market conditions.

Conclusions
Stochastic optimization is a powerful tool in framing in a mathematical setting the pricing problem
of structured products commonly traded in energy
markets. In fact, these products usually contain optionality features that can be exercised by the buyer
at multiple times in an interdependent way. Once
the mathematical framing is done, stochastic optimization allows both to price these products and
to find the optimal exercise strategy that the buyer
wants to implement in order to get the maximum
value from the product (s)he owns.
We presented a general framework under which
it is possible to model a general structured product, with intermediate payments as well as a possible final payment/penalty: following this general
framework, the two examples of a swing contract
and of a virtual storage contract are presented in
details. After having framed the general problem as
a stochastic optimal control problem, we presented
the Dynamic Programming algorithm to compute

Second Analysis. The second analysis studies
how the contract value depends on the contract
parameters MDQ and mAQ: we made this choice,
as it is evident from the first analysis that the dependence on σ P is less severe than the one on MDQ.
As already said in the previous section, we expect the swing contract value to decreasing in mAQ.
Figure 4 shows exactly these qualitative intuition.
The contract value is in fact decreasing with respect
Spring 2014
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the price in an efficient way. Then we showed possible ways to extend this framework, obtained either
by adding additional constraints on state variables,
or new state variables. Finally, we presented a realistic contract, i.e. a 3-years gas swing contract, with
a sensitivity analysis with respect to some market
and contractual parameters. Stochastic optimization allows to perform the evaluation procedure
in a numerically efficient way, and to analyze dependences on parameters: in particular, we chose a
suitable trinomial model with mean-reverting properties for the dynamics of P and I and we calibrated
it to market data. This implementation is then
used to perform a sensitivity analisys of the price
with respect to the market parameter σ P and to the
contract parameters u and m (here called with the
names MDQ and mAQ, standard in swing contracts).
It turns out that market parameters, like σ P , have
an impact on the price which is much less severe
than the one of contractual parameters, like MDQ
and mAQ: in fact, each one of these two parameters

has an impact on reducing/enhancing the optionality component of the contract. In particular, when
the optionality is reduced the contract could force
buying decisions in adverse market conditions, thus
making the contract’s value even negative for some
parameter’s values.
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Pricing Spark Spread Option
with Co-Dependent
Threshold Dynamics

The article investigates on the pricing
of sparks spread built from the GemanRoncoroni model (2006). The author introduces the relationship between the
gas and electricity prices using a copula function on the jump part and then
compares the results with the model
developed by Benth and Kettler (2011).

other point to figure out is, by its definition, spark
spread will inevitably depend on the joint distribution of electricity and gas prices.
Our objective is to build a flexible model for electricity and gas price processes that encompassing
the univariate properties displayed by time series
and fitting the cross-price dependence structure.
Geman-Roncoroni’s model [6] seems to meet all the
criteria.

Rachid Id BRIK

Description of the models
Energy has become one of the most traded commodity after its deregulations. In this context, energy
producers and consumers are exposed to the price
risk stemming from different characteristics. One of
these characteristics are the presence of spikes: electricity spot prices have the tendency to jump to a
new level at certain time points. Then, these prices
return back to their normal level. Another property
exhibited by energy spot price is the mean reversion
pattern. Mean reversion means that the higher the
jump to a new level the bigger the probability that
the price moves back to its normal level in the near
future. Finally, the volatility of energy products is
significantly higher than other commodities.
In this context, one needs to look for models
with more realistic price distributions that are able
to capture the market’s characteristics in order to
correctly model the price processes. Traditionally,
investigators have made assumptions that they are
normally distributed Black-Scholes and that their
dependency is revealed by correlation (Margrabe
[4]). We assume a more general framework, built

any countries have liberalized their
energy production. This deregulation allows the countries to create
a competitive environmental. Moreover, the context of an economy growth increases
the demand of electricity. As a consequence, markets have experienced high volatiliy. In this context, the market introduces some indices based on
spread. We distinguish different classes of spreads.
The most important ones are spread between outputs and inputs for a power plant. For example,
spark spread is used to calculate the gas necessary
to produce a certain amount of electricity. Therefore, producers are exposed to the price of natural
gas in their buying activities and to the price of electricity in their sales activities. More precisely, the
pay-off of a spark spread is defined as following:

M

Pay − o f f = max {0, E( T ) − hr × G ( T )}
where hr, called heat rate, simultaneously combines
the cost of production and the change of unit. AnSpring 2014
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around the concept of copula as a multidimensional
extension of the Threshold model and we compare
with the dynamic copula model (Benth and Kettler
[1]).

Ji are independent and identically distributed random variables with common density parametrized
exponential family. The frequency

The co-dependent Threshold model

is chosen as a deterministic function.
Geman and Roncoroni [6] propose a two-step
procedure in order to estimate the parameters of
their model:

λ ( t ) = θ2 × s ( t )

In 2006, Geman and Roncoroni [6] propose their
fine structure model for electricity spot price. It has
a mixed affine-multiple periodical trend and generates local and recurrent perturbations. Finally, this
model can periodically generate some spikes as a
sequence of upward jumps following by downward
jumps. We define E and G respectively representing
the logarithm of the spot price of electricity and gas
following the next system of differential equation
as described in Geman-Roncoroni [6]:

1. The first step assign some values on some
structural parameters:
- the trend function µ(.),
- the jump intensity shape s(.),
- the threshold T defining the sign of the
jump,
- the jump size distribution p (x).

dE =

and

µ0E

(t) dt + θ1E [µ E (t)


− E t− dt + σE dWt + h E E t− dJt

2. The second step consists in a statistical estimation of four parameters:
- the mean reversion force θ1 ,
- the jump intensity magnitude θ2 ,

dG = µ0G (t) dt + θ1G [µG (t)


− G t− dt + σG dWt + hG G t− dJt

- the jump size distribution parameter θ3 ,
- the Brownian volatility σE .

where f (t−) stands for the left limit of f at time t.
The deterministic function µ. (t) represents the
trend of the price dynamics. The second term

We consider that the trend is sum of cosinus and
linear functions as Geman and Roncoroni [6]:



θ1 µ (t) − E t− dt

µ (t) = α + βt + γcos(e + 2πt) + γcos(e + 4πt)
An ordinary least square method can be performed
in order to estimate the parameters α, β, γ, e.
We now turn to the identification of the jump
intensity shape. Since spikes occur over short time
periods, we select an intensity function exhibiting
pronounced convex peaks with annual periodicity
as shown in Geman-Roncoroni [6]. In this order, we
choose
h
id
λ (t) = θ2 2 (1 + |sin [π (t − τ ) /k]|)−1 − 1 .

can be interpreted as a mean reversion where θ1 is
the average variation of the price per unit.
The unpredictability is representing by two
sources of randomness. The first generates small
shocks by σdWt and the second generates the spikes
h G G t−



dJt

where h ( E (t− )) is a function for the jump direction
and dJt is the size of the direction.
The direction is characterized by:
h t−
E t

−





The approximate logarithm of the likelihood
function expressed in German and Roncoroni [6]
can be read as:

= ±1,
≶ µ (t) + δ

L(θ E |θ0E ) =

Jt =

N (t)

∑ i =1

n −1

θ1E [µ E (ti ) − Ei ]
[∆Ei − Dµ Ei (ti )∆t]
σ2
i =0
!2
n −1
θ1 [µ(t Ei ) − Ei ]
−∑
σE2
i =0

The discontinuous part can generate a sequence
of spike depending on a threshold function. If the
current price is below the threshold, then the price
would have a sequence of upward spike. The jump
is defined by the occurrence, size and direction.
The jump sizes are modeled as increments of a
compound jump process:

=

∑

− (θ E2 − 1)
+

Ji

n −1

∑

i =0
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"

n −1

∑ s(ti )∆t + lgθE2 N (t)

i =0

∆Eid
− (θ E3 − 1)
+ N (t)lg
h( Ei )

1 − e − θ3 ψ

θ E3 1 − e−θ3

!#
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The constant Brownian volatility can be obtained by deriving
v
u n −1
u
σE = t ∑ ∆E(ti )2

One can numerically compute their inverse func−1
tions defined by Fε−E1 (u), FεG
and the empirical
emp
cumulative distribution function FeE eG as follows.
Let
εmin
E/G : = min ( ε E/G ( ti ))i =1,...,N ,

i =0

εmax
E/G : = max ( ε E/G ( ti ))i =1,...,N

Since we assume that the gas price follows the
Threshold model, the estimation will be the same,
i.e.:



max into n
One should split the interval εmin
E
E  , εE

max into
bins of length ∆e and the interval εmin
,
ε
G
G
emp
nG bins of length ∆G and define FeE eG at points


min
εmin
+
i∆
,
ε
+
j∆
E
G
E
G

L ( θ | θ0 ) =
n −1

θ1 [µG (ti ) − Gi ]
[∆Ei − DµGi (ti )∆t]
σ2
i =0
!2
n −1
θG1 [µG (ti ) − Gi ]
−∑
σG2
i =0

=

∑

− (θG2 − 1)
+

n −1

∑

i =0

"

n −1

∑



emp
min
FeE eG εmin
E + i∆ E , ε G + j∆ G : =

s(ti )∆t + lgθG2 N (t)

i =0

∆Gid
− (θG3 − 1)
+ N (t)lg
h( Gi )

with

as

1 − e − θ3 ψ

θG3 1 − e−θ3

!#

:=

1
× number of points (ε E , ε G ) ∈ E
N

such that

v
u n −1
u
σG = t ∑ ∆G (ti )2

min
ε E 6 εmin
E + i∆ E and ε G 6 ε G + j∆ G

i =0

which stands for


min
P ε E 6 εmin
E + i∆ E ε G 6 ε G + j∆ E

Now, we take account the co-movement of the
price dynamics. We consider two dependences on
the Brownian motion and jump parts. We suppose
that we have a linear correlation between the small
shock represented by ρ. Concerning the dependence between the jumps, we introduce the Benth
and Kettler [1] copula function on the marginal
distribution of the jumps:

defined for all i = 1, ..., n E and j = 1, ..., nG .
emp
Then,  one
should define FeE eG on all
 min

max by interpolation of its valε E , εmax
× εmin
E
G , εG
ues at points


min
εmin
E + i∆ E , ε G + j∆ G

Fε E ,ε G ( x, y) = Ch ( Fε E ( x ) , Fε G (y))



Ch (u, v) = u × v + h × (1 − |2u − 1|) × 1 − (2v − 1)2

and build the empirical copula function as



emp
−1
Cemp (u, v) := FeE eG Fε−E 1 (u) , FεG
(v) .

The first term represents the independent copula function. To estimate the copula function, we
propose to fit the parametric copula function with
the empirical copula defined using the Sklar theorem:

We compute the empirical copula difference
Demp (u, v) :=Cemp (u, v) − u × v and fit the theoretical copula difference Dh to the empirical copula
difference Demp applying an ordinary least square
method and get to the estimate copula difference
Dbh . We, then, get h defining the estimated copula
function Cbh (u, v) := u × v + Dbh (u, v).
To simulate codependent processes using copula
functions, one can apply the Countdown method
introduced by Schoenbucher (2002). Given two uniform variables such that U1 , U2 are codependent
through a copula C and where



emp
−1
Cemp (u, v) := FeE eG Fε−E 1 (u) , FεG
(v)
emp

where FeE eG is the empirical cumulative distribution function of the vector (ε E , ε G ) and Fε−E1 (u) and
Fε−G1 are respectively the inverse functions of the
marginal cumulative distribution functions of ε E
and ε G , respectively.
Now, we describe how to estimate the copula
parameters. The marginal cumulative distribution
functions are defined as follows:
Fε E ( x ) =
Fε G ( x ) =

Spring 2014
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−∞
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f ε E (y) dy,

( T1 , T2 ) : U1 = e

f ε G (y) dy

U2 = e
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−

R τi2 +T2
τ2
i

−

R τi1 +T1
τ1
i

λ2 (s)ds

.

λ1 (s)ds

,
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The marginal densities f ε E and f ε G are stationary normal inverse Gaussian distribution densities.
Benth and Kettler choose the seasonal functions
ΛE(t) and ΛG (t) as follows

The conditional sampling consists in sample the uniform variable U1 , then sample U2 from FU2 |U1 (.|U1 )
where
FU2 |U1 (u2 |u1 ) =

∂C (u1 , u2 )
.
∂C (u1 , 1)

logΛ(t) = a + bt + c × cos (2π (t − φ) /252)
where the four parameters a, b, c and φ are estimated for logarithmic electricity and gas spot prices,
respectively. These parameters can be estimated
using a least squares approach. The density function of the Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution is
given as

Dynamic copula model
The Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution has been
used successfully to model the returns of financial asset prices in different stock markets such
as Barndorff and Nielsen, Börger, Cartea, Kiesel
and Schindlmayer 2007. Benth and Saltyte-Benth
argue that a reasonable model for the spot price
dynamics G(t) of gas is given as the exponential
of a non-Gaussian Ornstein-Uhlenbeck process. In
this respect, Benth and Kettler [1] propose a nonsymmetric copula to model the evolution of electricity and gas prices represented by a bivariate
non-Gaussian autoregressive process and identify
the marginal dynamics as driven by Normal Inverse
Gaussian processes, estimating them to a series of
observed United Kingdom electricity and gas spot
data. They consider daily prices for gas and electricity:
E = Λ E ( t ) eY ( t ) ,
lg Λ E = a E + bE t + c E cos



2π (t − φE )
N

f ( x, α, β, µ, δ) =

= a ( x, α, β, µ, δ) q−1

lg Λ G = aG + bG t + c EG cos



q (x) =
and



FX1 X2 ( x1 , x2 ) =

where C is a copula function and FXi are marginal
distributions.
We consider as in Benth and Kettler [1]
Fε E ,ε G ( x, y) = Ch ( Fε E ( x ) , Fε G (y))
and
Ch (u, v) = u × v

X ( t i +1 ) = µ G + α G X ( t i ) + ε G ( t )



+ h × (1 − |2u − 1|) × 1 − (2v − 1)2

ε E (t) = ε E ∼ NIG (µ E , α E , β E , δE )

ε G (t) = ε G ∼ NIG (µG , α G , β G , δG )

where u × v is the product copula C ⊥ and


h × (1 − |2u − 1|) × 1 − (2v − 1)2

Here, µ E , µG , α E and αG are constants with α E and
αG being positive and between 0 and 1 in value.
We introduce the marginal cumulative distributions

Fε G ( x ) =

−∞

Z x

−∞

1 − x2

C ( FX1 ( x1 ) , FX2 ( x2 ))

Y ( t i +1 ) = µ E + α E Y ( t i ) + ε E ( t )

Z x




x−µ
K1 δαq
e βx
δ

and K1 ( x ) is the modified Bessel function of the
second kind of index one.
The first parameter µ is the location of the Normal Inverse Gaussian distribution, whereas β is
the skewness and δ is the scale parameter. Finally,
α measures the tail heaviness of the distribution.
From this point, we considered the two time series
as successive draws from a bivariate probability
distribution. Moreover, a h-parametrized copula
function Ch links the variables ε E and ε G :

for two deterministic seasonal functions which define the trend component of the prices.
Λ E and ΛG can be estimated by applying an
ordinary least square method on the input data.
The detrended and deseasonalized X (t) and Y (t)
are two AR(1)-processes with non-Gaussian innovations eE , eG defined by

Fε E ( x ) =

p



 q

α
2
2
a ( x, α, β, µ, δ) = exp δ α − β − βµ
π



2π (t − φG )
N

x−µ
δ

where

and
G = Λ G (t ) e X (t)



is the copula difference Dh (u, v). The parameter h
has to satisfy a boundary condition

f ε E (y) dy,
f ε G (y) dy.

h ∈ [−1/8, 1/8] .
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FIGURE 1: From the left: Historical vs. Dynamic Copula vs. Threshold electricity Spot Price.

FIGURE 2: From the left: Historical vs. Dynamic Copula vs. Threshold gas Spot Price.
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FIGURE 3: From the left: Historical vs. Dynamic Copula vs. Threshold Spark Spread.

Application
We examine the two following exchange markets:
the Pennsylvania-New Jersey-Maryland Interconnection (PJM) considered as the world’s largest competitive wholesale electricity market and the Henry
Hub markets traded in the New York Mercantile
Exchange (NYMEX). Both markets are affected by
seasonal variations. During the winter months,
gas is more consumed for home heating which is
reflected in the high winter prices. During the summer, electricity consumption generated from gas is
growing implying a higher gas and electricity price
in this period. The sample of the electricity and
gas prices used in our empirical study comprises of
1,260 price observations, covering the period from
January 1996 to August 2000. In Tables 1, 2 and
3 we provide the estimated parameters from the
Benth and Kettler [1] and the Threshold models.

PJM
3.28768

0.838984

bE/G

0.00105779

0.000113828
0.117293

c E/G

0.276464

φE/G

-38.3937

30.4081

µ E/G

-0.0427272

-0.000816903

α E/G

2.92112

32.043

β E/G

0.884331

0.647112

δE/G

0.134513

0.0404423

Henry Hub

71.8354

16.5471

Θ2

5.64552

3.8951

Θ3

0.897222

0.155079

σ

1.48253

1.887

Jumps

92

29

∆

0.6

0.065

d

2

1

τ

0.5

0.5

k

1

1

Γ

0.36

0.03

TABLE 2: Estimated parameters of the Threshold model.

Dynamic Copula
h

-0.0454298

Threshold model
0.080492
0.0368257

ρ

TABLE 3: Estimated dependences.

Figures 1, 2 and 3 respectively present the electricity spot price, gas spot price and spark spread
pay-off of the two models. Benth and Kettler [1]
model spread jumps over the whole period.
We summarize statistics of the daily reestimated model parameters of the considered models. These informations are presented in the next
tables 4 and 5. Benth and Kettler [1] model exhibits
a high volatile in both markets.

Henry Hub

a E/G

PJM
Θ1

Conclusion

TABLE 1: Estimated parameters of the Dynamic Copula.

In this paper, we propose a model for the joint probabilistic behavior of the prices, and apply this to
investigate the consequences in the spark spread
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Electricity

Data

B&S

Dynamic Copula

Threshold

Mean

-0.000522919

0.00608712

0.00520945

-0.000526895
0.245319

Std Dev

0.236968

0.314501

10.0814

Skewness

0.379427

0.099793

2.08227

2.2612

Kurtosis

13.0039

-0.155549

8.47639

19.3882

TABLE 4: Statistics of daily re-estimated electricity price return.
Electricity

Data

B&S

Dynamic Copula

Threshold

Mean

0.000247974

0.0000621459

0.000844534

0.0003476725

Std Dev

0.0357144

0.0034956

0.133188

0.0345004

Skewness

-0.0408107

0.0889743

1.05061

1.26992

Kurtosis

2.45938

-0.104942

2.3174

6.79283

TABLE 5: Statistics of daily re-estimated electricity price gas.

presenting a model that best reflects reality: seasonality, time-dependent jumps. Two different approaches to this problem are distinguished. First,
we assume a dynamics for the prices reproducing spikes for the two underlying assets separately.
Second, we specify the dependence structure of
the underlying explicitly. Conducting an empirical analysis of PJM/Henry spread traded on the
New York Mercantile Exchange, the co-dependent
Threshold dynamics approach is found to be supe-

rior with respect to simulation performance.
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A talk with...

Marco Bianchetti

In this interview Antonio Castagna, cofounder and C.E.O. of Iason Ltd, has a
talk with Marco Bianchetti of the banking group IntesaSanPaolo. He will share
with him some thoughts on the current
state of the art in the field of derivative
pricing. We indicate Antonio Castagna
with A. and Marco Bianchetti with M.

ways a challenging step in the updating process: the
switch to the new paradigm of collateral (CSA) discounting requires the recovery of a set of information related to the credit risk mitigation agreements,
typically not included and hard to input in the trading and book management systems existing at the
outset of the financial crisis. We must remember
that the shift to the new pricing regime happened
in just one week, in August 2007, when the CDS
financial indices exploded from a steady and longlasting level, hovering around 10-20 bps, to 50 bps
and more. This translated also to a sudden widening of the tenor basis Euribor-Euribor and Euribor
– Eonia (or, more generally, Ibor – Ibor – OIS). The
multi-curve financial world was born. Actually it
was not entirely new: the most sophisticated traders
and quants were aware of the basis effect, but it was
tiny enough to let most of the people forget about
it. The first patch people could devise for the pricing engines available, was to introduce a simple
multi-curve/single-curve setting: swaps vs different -ibor tenors were priced out of different curves,
with no distinction between the forwarding and the
discounting curve. So, as an example, the swap
v6M Euribor was priced by projecting forward fixings by means of a specific 6M forward curve, and
the discounting was operated with the same curve.
A variation of this setting used the classic old-style
(old by one week !) discounting curve built with the
most liquid deposits, futures and swaps, but soon
people begun to question the financial meaning
of this curve. Today there is a widespread agreement that the discounting curve is associated to
the funding strategy of derivative’s cash flows, and
collateralised cash flows must be discounted using
the collateral curve, but at that time the theory was
just starting rethinking the pricing framework, and
there was not such a sure thing as the collateral
discounting, while today we can safely affirm there
is. Obviously, once the theoretical implications of
the regime switch were clear, people moved on to

A.: I am here with Marco Bianchetti. He is very well
known in the financial industry, but I will quickly introduce him: he joined the Market Risk Management
area of Intesa Sanpaolo in 2008. Previously he worked
for 8 years in the front office Financial Engineering
area of Banca Caboto (now Banca IMI), developing pricing models and applications for interest rate and inflation trading desks. His academic background includes
a M.Sc. in theoretical nuclear physics and a Ph.D.
in theoretical condensed matter physics. He works on
derivatives’ pricing and risk management across all asset classes, with focus on model risk management, interest rate modeling, funding and counterparty risk.
You can often meet him at international conferences and
trainings in quantitative finance, where he is regularly
invited. Marco, you have been one of the first authors
to sense that, after the start of the crisis in 2007, a big
change of regime in the financial modelling was starting, due to the increase of the banks’ default risk and
to the introduction of credit risk mitigation agreements
(CSA and central counterparty clearing). You were
amongst the first quants to produce theoretical contributions to the new pricing framework. Did you experience
difficulties in making this framework operate in practice
in the bank? If so, which did you find that mostly hampered the update of the pricing methodologies: the lack
of management understanding and awareness, or technology constraints, or smoothening of P&L and capital
impacts?
M.: I would say that technology constraints are al-
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update the pricing systems and assessing the P&L
impacts deriving from the switch to the new framework. An article appeared in Risk magazine in May
2011 showed that the P&L change was not always
negative: some banks, such as BNP and Calyon
declared losses of around 100 million Euros, but
other banks, such as RBS and UBS reported gains
of similar magnitude. In prudent banks the introduction on the new framework was gradual and, in
the while, the traders were preparing the books to
the shift by hedging the basis. This allowed to limit
the impact on P&Ls. Actually the market shifted
gradually to the new pricing methodology with a
good deal of caution, extending the scope step by
step. Typically people started with the plain vanilla
single currency denominated trades, mostly swaps
and European options. Then extended it to double
currency contracts (e.g. swaps in a currency collateralised in another currency) and cross currency
contracts: this was a very challenging task because
although it was theoretically clear what there was
to do, in practice people had to make major changes
to the calibration, pricing and reporting procedures.
Regarding complex exotic contracts, it is common
market practice to use a single curve and a deterministic basis to differentiate between the forward
projection and discounting curve. This is not the
best choice, but it is confirmed by the feedback from
the traders, from the comparison with the revaluations provided by collateralised counterparties and
consensus pricing services. Another big step is to
refine the calculation of risk measures, such as sensitivities, VaR and counterparty exposures to all the
relevant curves and spreads. What traders want are
risk measures reflecting market tradable variables,
and this is not something you get immediately and
easily. For example, simulating future scenarios of
multiple yield curves for CVA/DVA pricing and
counterparty risk management requires a careful
selection of the appropriate risk factors to avoid
scenarios without any financial meaning.

specific quantity that is not allowed by the current
international accounting standards, where the fair
value is defined as an exit price. Personally, I see
the thing in this way. The FVA should be seen as
the combination of two components: a common
non-entity-specific part, and an entity-specific part.
The former represents the average cost of funding of the best banks operating in the market, and
can be identified by the deposit rates below one
year and by the average bank’s bond rates in the
medium long term. The latter part represents the
entity-specific cost of funding, expressed by the difference between the actual funding rate paid by the
bank. In my opinion the first component may enter
the fair value of the deal, while the second component, called Additional Valuation Adjustment, or
AVA, by the Capital Requirement Regulation, may
enter the prudent value of the deal, and thus becomes a cost added to the capital. There is a well
know problem of double counting between FVA
and DVA, especially when capturing these metrics
at entity level. The valuation must carefully avoid
it and this is not a simple job, since the two quantities apply to distinct netting sets. For the FVA, in
the end, what matters is the entire entity, but for
DVA the netting sets are defined at counterparty
level. There is surely an overlapping of the FVA
onto the DVA, and the reverse, but they are not the
same quantity! A second adjustment that I see coming into the scene is the Capital Value Adjustment,
someone calls it KVA (CVA was already taken!):
every factor that implies an economic capital requirement, or relief, may make the deal more or
less attractive for the counterparties, and this effect
of capital cost or benefit should be reflected into
the value of the contract. This means that the pricing should be basically incremental: what happens
if the deal enters in the bank’s book? Each bank
can then assign a specific adjustment to the price
which makes it very entity-related. In summary, we
will have more and more adjustments. CVA, DVA,
FVA, AVA, KVA. This is the reason why people
sometimes talks about XVA. . .

A.: This is a very complete and interesting picture you
gave us. It also raises a natural question about the robustness of the current pricing frameworks operating in
the banks. Do you think that the valuation complexity,
nowadays referring also to plain vanilla contracts such
as IR swaps, is coped with satisfactorily? Are there some
aspects still disregarded, or that have to be refined, in the
pricing of contracts?

A.: I completely agree with you that the adjustments
make the value of the contract definitely entity specific,
this is why I like to speak of “price” and “value” of
the contract, to distinguish between an “objective” and
a “subjective” quantity. The new prudential valuation
introduced in Europe by the Capital Requirement Regulation of January 1st , 2014, and all related Additional
Valuation Adjustments, seem to go along this path. Do
you see any clash between this regulation and the best
(or good, as you said before) practices banks are establishing?

M.: Well, there has been a big discussion on Funding Value Adjustment in the recent past. Today
traders and quants generally feels that FVA should
be included in the valuation, even though there is
not a well-established market practice yet. On the
other side, accountants feel that FVA is an entitySpring 2014

M.: mmm. . . my optimistic nature makes me see
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more opportunities than clashes. For example, the
new idea of prudent valuation introduces a greater
flexibility in the fair value (chained to the concept
of exit price) to accommodate for a wider range
of factors that will make the value of the contract
more in line with the reality. Pricing and valuing
a derivative contract is not completely an exact science: yes we solve complex stochastic differential
equations, but there are no actually “true” prices. It
rather resembles an art sometime: the art to include
the data from the market and to account for the
remaining uncertainty. Think just about the market
price (or parameter) uncertainty, which in the end
involves also the pricing of most liquid contracts
such as IR swaps, since not all the data are at the
same time available in the market. We should not
limit our horizon to the uncertainty regarding the
model to value the contract, but also the models
to compute the XVAs, such as the CVA, and the
risk measures: we all know we make so many assumptions when calculating any financial quantity
that the model risk is really pervasive. What you
can criticise is the present lack of a greater awareness of the model risk in the banking regulation: in
my opinion the current regulation is not stressing
enough the importance of this type of risk. I think
that next round of regulation will be focussing on
the model risk, ranging from plain vanilla instruments to more complex exotic products, encompassing problems related to the model design and
calibration of parameters. So, all in all, I see in
the new regulation an opportunity and a stimulus
to consider in a thorough and comprehensive way
are valuation procedure and models, and to equip
ourselves against the greater of model risks: the
naïve use of models in a complex world.

constantly talk with market operators and traders
to understand how exactly things work and which
are the effects on the pricings. Traders must talk
to sales to make them understand how the price is
formed by all components, so that they can have a
grounded discussion in the bargaining with clients.
The process is not over and we will keep on learning how to account for an ever increasing number
of risks. I think that we at least can agree on the
necessity to keep on analysing all the details that
should be included in a sound valuation methodology. Let me conclude with a parabola. On January
28, 1986, the space shuttle Challenger broke apart
after its take off. The US President R. Reagan appointed a commission to investigate the causes of
the disaster, including the famous scientist Richard
Feynman. Feynman took seriously his duty, and,
rather than following the commission schedule, he
spent most of his time talking with the engineers
that made the spacecraft. He rapidly understood
that the causes of the disaster were to be found, beyond technical questions, in a wrong estimation of
the risks associated to the operation of the missions.
His critical considerations on the risk management
culture at NASA were included as a famous minority report (after he threatened to remove his name
from the document) into appendix F of the final
commission’s report.

A.: A very good point indeed. By the way, do you
think that after 5 years since the outburst of the financial
crises practitioners (and academicians, for that matter)
reached an agreement of the main pillars sustaining the
future developments of the Option Pricing Theory?

(Richard P. Feynman, Personal observations on the reliability of
the Shuttle, 1986)

"It appears that there are enormous differences of opinion as to
the probability of a failure with loss of vehicle and of human life. The
estimates range from roughly 1 in 100 to 1 in 100,000. The higher
figures come from the working engineers, and the very low figures from
management. What are the causes and consequences of this lack of
agreement? Since 1 part in 100,000 would imply that one could put
a Shuttle up each day for 300 years expecting to lose only one, we
could properly ask "What is the cause of management’s fantastic faith
in the machinery? [. . . ] For a successful technology, reality must take
precedence over public relations, for nature cannot be fooled"

Here we are: we operate complex financial business, associated to multiple sources of risk. For a
successful economy we may stay hungry, we may
stay foolish, but reality must take precedence, for
risk cannot be foolished.

M.: We have to be honest here: after 2007 we all
know much more about the market mechanisms.
As quants, we needed to learn things that we did
not even imagine happened in the market, such
as the interbank credit risk and the basis between
curves. Nobody will nowadays disregard these factors, as it used to be before 2007. We now have to

A.: I think this is a quite becoming conclusion to our
talk. Thank you, Marco, for sharing with us your interesting thoughts on the current developments of the
valuation theory and practice.
M.: It was my pleasure. Thank you, Antonio.
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